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EDITORIRL 
Wel come once again, to The Spirit Of Rush, as we enter 
our third year with issue No.9. 

Firs~ly, apologies concerning the address we gave last 
issue for T- s hirt s . Thi s came from RAW magazine, but, 
as ma ny of you have written and told us, the company 
do not stock them? We also wrote to them, enquir ing 
about bulk purchase, to sell to reade rs at di scount 
price, but, despite sending a S. A.E. we sti ll, to date 
have not had the court esy of a reply. 

On the positive si de, your wily old editori al sta ff , 
acting on a tip-off, paid a visi t to Metropoli s Studios 
in London, wher e the band were doing the final mix on 
the new album. 

After loi t ering aro und for over 3 hours, with achi ng 
feet, bursting bladders, despairing hearts and on the 
verge of going home in disappointment; we were greeted 
with the sight of a tall, long blond ha ired, cowboy boot
ed, shade wearing Canadian. Mr Alex Lifeson himself! 

After the shaking of hands, signing of various pieces 
of memorabilia, the handing over of the Dream Theater CD 
and copies of the mag to Alex, we hi t him with some ques
tions and got some very interesting answers. 

Th e new album is due for release mid November, and will be 
entitled PRESTO - (Presto 1. adv. in quick tempo. 2. n. 
movement etc. to be played thus ). It will contain 11 tracks 
but no instrumental as was strongl y suspected this time. 
The new record deal with Atlantic is for 3 a lbums, so they 
will be around for a few more yea r s yet. 

Back to reality. Th e Ph onogram compilation, which is due out 
in October (?), will be called CHRONICLES. A doubl e album 
set with 28 tracks, covering all of the bands albums. It will 
include the 2 tracks omitted from the live CD's, and also . 
the sing le 'Take Off' that Geddy vocalised on in 1981. See 
Mercury press release this issue. 

Th e cover art for issue No.8 was Andy Currid, and hi s 
brother John turned hi s hand for this issue. Thanks lads 
keep them coming in . 

Th e excellent 'Innerview' series, hosted by Jim Ladd, has 
now finis hed. Steve Adams will, next issue, do a retrospe
ctive of the 'Off the record ' series. We will t hen begin 
serialising the s hows in issue 11. 

Jim Ladd went on from Innerview to work wit h Roger Wa T ers 
on hi s Radio Chaos proj ec t (a lbum and tour ), and is current
ly part of the editorial team on the Hard 'n' Heavy video 
magazine . 

Back issues: No's 1-8 still avai lable from the editori al 
address priced £1.50 • $4 ea~ h. 

Subscription s : A 4 issue s ub' is £6 .00 or $16.00, cheques 
or money orders made payable to THE SPIRIT OF RU SH. 

There are still a few Starman banners left, see issue 8, 
priced £8 .50 inclusive . 
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THE SPIRIT OF RUSH 

published quarterly by 
Mick Burnett, 
26, Berwick Tower, 
Knoyle Strett, 
New Cross, 
London SE14. 6EY. 
England. 

Editor : Mick Burnett 
Co-Editor : Neil Elliott 
Typist : Susan Augar 
Printers : Print Plus 

As for this issue, Ray Waw
ryz ni ak of 110 Red Oak 
Drive, Williamsville, New 
York, 14221 U.S.A. will han
dle the distribu tion and all 
subscriptions for North Ame
rica. welcome aboard Ray'. 

Overseas r eaders please note 
whe n you send money orders 
have them made out in pounds 
£ sterling and NOT in yo ur 
own currency. Thankyou. 

Finally, this is your last 
chance to get the question
aires back, as we will be 
giving the poll results next 
issue. If yo u did not receive 
one and would like one, send 
a S.A.E. to the editoria l 
address, and we'll get one 
off to you. 

Congratulations to Neil ~nd 
Jill on the birth of thelr 
daughter Jade. 



RUSH 
CHRONICLES 

838936-4 838936-2 
CD 

2R 2G 
PRICE CODE 

(2CT/2CD) 

·Chronicles, t11C first cver RUSH compilation, compiles 28 tracks 

from one of t11e most influential bands of the 70's and 80's. All 
phases of the band's career are represented. 
·Chronicles features 3 non-CD tracks-

·What You're Doing (Live) 
·A Passage To Bnngkok (Live) 
·Take Ofr featuring Geddy Lee 
(from Bob & Doug - Great White North) 

·Chronicles features an essay by noted rock historian John 
Swensen. 
·Chronicles was prepared from the original master tapes. 

SONG TITLES: 
DISC I- Find My Way/Working Man/Fly By Night/Anthem(Bastille Day/Lakeside Park/2112 (a) Overture, (b) Temples Of 

Syrinx/What You're Doing/A Farewell To Kings/Closer To The Heart/The Trees/La Villa Strangiato/Freewill/The Spirit Of Radio 
DI SC 2-Tom Sawyer/Red Barchetta/Limelight/Take Off featuring Geddy Lee/A Passage To Bangkok (Live Version)/Subdivi

sionslNcw World Man/Distant Early WarninglRed Sector A{rhe Big Money!Manhattan Project/Force Ten/Time Stand Still/Mystic 
Rhythms (Live Version) 

UPC BAR CODE NUMBERS 

422 838 936-4(CT)/422 838 936-2(CD) 

IN STORE OCTOBER 3 
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DRJEAMl 

Ur, . , September 198 7, a c l ose friend lent me a copy of ' 21 '12' , it changed III \' I I Fe 
inexorably. - On 5th August 1989 on the recommendation of another close friend, 1 
purchased a copy of the first Dream Theatre album, 'When Dream And Day Unite', and for 
the fir s t time in two years I knew things were about to change~ .. 

Never ha ve I been s o transfixed by an album. My acid test for a slab of vinyl i s to 
c r ank up th e volume to wall s haking proportions and see what happens. After two sec
onds I was glued to the back wall by opening notes to 'A Fortune In Lie s ', and throu
ghout the albums 51 minute duration there i s no respite from the total aural seduction 
that Dream Theatre is. 

The aforementioned opener sums up the album completely - a dense hard rockers par 
ad ise with more time changes than the entire Ru s h and Yes back catalogues put together 
A dr umme r who puts Neil Peart to shame, a vocalist perfectly capable of holding his 
own and a so und so full that it tak es at least twenty plays to actually hear every
thing that' s going on in the mi x, and all this perfectly crafted and laid down on tape 
in just four weeks'. 

Quite frankly this album rubbishes at least three Rush albums, and the entire Yes 
series, Emerson Lake And Palmer's 'Brain Salad Surgery' being the only album I can 
think of in the same league. I neve r thought it would happen, but this album makes 
something like 'Signals ' sound resolutely boring; I know I'm going to get hate mail 
for saying so, but I have to be honest. 

If I was to tell you about every track then I would need an entire fan zine dedicat
ed to the album, bu t I cannot hel p but ment ion the 'YTSE jam' - an instrumental of 
such brilliance I have not heard anything like it s ince 'YYZ'. It has everything, 
soaring ke yboards , bittingly heavy guitar and quite the most frightening drumming I 
hav e heard for a long time. 

If Geddy, Neil and Alex have heard this album, then they have probably reacted in 
one of two ways - become blubbering ner vo us wrecks, in the knowledge that they have 
some very se riou s young competition, or (hopefully ) they hav e pulled out their fing
ers in order to s how that they can indeed rise to the occassion. Thi s album wi ll eith
er bring out th e best in our friends or finish them off. 

I was fortun ate enough to interview Mi ke Portney, the drummer with Theatre, and two 
things came across loud and c l ear' - here is a band who are very serious abo ut what 
they do, an d here i s a band who have blown the co bwebs off of the lumberi ng giant that 
is rock mu s ic, and they don't eve n rea l ise it ... 

"If they aren't huge, then there's no justice in the world" - Mick Burnett 
"Dream Theatr e stick out of the current music scene like a s ore thumb" -

Der ek Oliver 
"Buy this album or die of rock s tarvation" - Andrew Field 

TEN OUT OF TEN 



Dear Ed, 
I finally picked up a copy of Dream lheater and was a little ap preheflslv 

when I first placed the needle on the record. After heari ng so much about the reco l d 
I must admit it took me a while to get hooked, (abo ut the second chorus in Fortune II , 

Lies). After that the a lbum got better and better. 

fhey'v e ce rtainly produced an album of outstanding excellence , both musicall y an1 
lechnically. It de fin etly l eaves any of todays bands in the s hade. I for one s hall : ~ 
following the development of this band. I only hope that after s uch a s tunning deb I' 
a lbum, they'll be able to progress and expand on it, and don't end up producing a 
'When Dr eam And Day Uni le ' part 2,3,4 etc ... 

Lt would also be interesting to see how they perform li v~, I'm sure they would S - ' 

l1 H~ pulses racing and the hearts beating overtime. Finally, I find it hard to beli ·· . 
thHt 'The Killing Hand ' lasts nearly nine minutes l 

My favourite tracks, (although all tracks are creditable) are t he ' Ytse Jam' and 
. I I lose Who Help To Set The Sun' and ..... 

JON, (BRISTOL) 

Af\jD NOW FINALLY A FEW WORDS FROM MIK E PORTNOY, DRUMMER FOR DR EAM TH EA TER, TAKEN FRI J1'1 

~ I ETT ER HE SO KIND LY WROT E TO ME ..... 

I)~ar Mi ck, 
Thankyou very much for the s upport and copies of ' Spirit ' . - We were Vf : 

' iU I 1)1' ised to see the 'Kerrang' rep I' int in yo ur magazi ne, thank you very much - Rush 
! H II ' ; are the type of listeners we are trying to reach . 

WH also enj oyed t he magazine very much, being t hat we've been di e hard Rush fans 
f iJ I many, many years! - It J ooks probable that we ' ll be coming over to Europe in 
III I <l ber, (we ' re crossing our fingers). I'll l e t you know when it's confi med. 

Ihat's all for now; hope to c-ya very soon, thanks again for the support .... 

MICHAEL PORTNOY 

I 'm very curious as to the 'Spirit's' readers feedback of our a lbum. If t here 
i s Hny please l et me know. - These are the people we really care about! I 
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MOON RECORDS - 1be ultimate collector Wms 

Geoff Sheard looks at the fact and fiction of Moon records, on which the rarest Rush vinyl 
was issued. 

No doubt every one who collects records by Rush has heard about the first Rush albwn being 
originally issued on Moon Records, but there is more to Moon Records than just the first 
albwn. 

How did Moon Records corne about? Bill Banasiewicz gives a good description in his 
book "Visions", the official biography of Rush, however I will give a brief account here for 
the sake of completeness. After playing bars and drop in centres in the Toronto area from 
1968 to 1973, Rush wanted to progress to the "big league" and start recording professionally. 
Ray Danniels and Vic Wilson, Rush's management tearn thought that if they could get the 
Rush sound down on tape, in the form of a strong single, they would stand a good chance of 
getting a record contract. The idea was to get Rush some air play on radio, Ray Danniels 
was advised by record company A and R men to go for a cover version of a successful song. 
On this advice Rush recorded their first - and last - cover version, the Buddy Holly classic 
"Not fade away" and a Geddy Lee / John Rutsey song "You can't fight it". The recording 
was done in 1973 at Eastern Sound Studios in Toronto with David Stock producing. 

Ray Danniels took the two songs to every record company in Canada, with no success. 
The best offer was from London Records who would not sign Rush, but offered to distribute 
the two songs as a single if Ray formed his own label. Ray spent $400 having a record 
company logo made up for the new label and registering the company and hey presto!, Moon 
Records was born. The first single featured "Not fade away" backed by "You can't fight it" 
and carried the catalogue nwnber MN-OOI. How many copies were pressed? . Bill Banasiewicz 
makes a big deal about the fact that Ray Danniels and Vic Willson found enough money to 
press up 3,500 copies of the first albwn on Moon, rather than , the minimwn nwnber of 1,000. 
Bill does not mention how many copies of the first single were pressed, only that it sold very 
badly. From this I asswne only 1,000 copies of the first single were pressed, making it much 
rarer than the first albwn on Moon Records. The important fact is that copies of the first 
Rush single are now near impossible to find, and when they do tum up have price tags that 
look more like telephone nwnbers! What is the first single worth? Whatever you are 
prepared to pay - it is that simple. While any comment on the value of the first single is 
obviously a waste of time, remember it is a record and as such can be in mint, or bad 
condition. If you are offered a copy and decide to pay a fortune for it make sure you know 
exactly what the condition is - ask for a tape of it if there is any question of it not being 
mint. I have been told by one Canadian record dealer that he would never sell a copy of the 
first single for less than £150, and has sold copies for £275. Personally I think these prices 
are absolutely absurd and cannot recommend anyone pays them. 

RUSH 

I. FINDING MY WAY' 5 :03 
2. NE ED SOME lO VE· 2: 16 
3. TAn A FRI EN lJ· 4:27 

4. HERE AGA IN· 7 :30 
All song' composed by Le-o -Lduo n 

P,od vced hy RU SH 
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RUSH 

'\ I. WHAT Y O ~ ' R E D OI NG (L •• • L .I., on) 4 :19 
2. :N TH l .~. O OD (L •• : 3:36 

. 3. BF t" ORE AND A f TER 1 l. .a ~Li f l!'son i 5:33 
4. WORK ING MAN (l u · .L,f c s on) 7:07 

P rorl uc ed b y RU SH 
~ cul , v e Pr oduc t ions' S.R .O. 

All o rr o'1ge :TIen h b y R US H 
r7' 1 974 5o .R . O . Pr oduc tlo n5 
~J A l l sele c : ions • MAPL 
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The first single is a rare collectors item, however rumour of a promo version of the single 
that would possibly be the rarest Rush collectors item in existence has been confirmed by Mick 
Burnett and myself. We have both had record lists in the past with "Promo stamped" versions 
of the first Rush single from different sources. I was recently lucky enough to trade for a 
copy of the flISt single, and to my surprise found it had "NOT FOR SALE" stamped on both 
sides. The words "NOT FOR SALE" are stamped on ill red using what looks like a rubber 
stamp. Is this the ultra-rare promo stamped version of the first single? When the first single 
was issued Rush were still a bar room band. They would have given copies of the single to 
disc jockeys and radio stations, and might well have stamped them "NOT FOR SALE" using a 
cheap rubber stamp. The only way to know for sure if Rush stamped copies of the single 
they gave away is to ask them, I have written to Alex, care of Anthem Records, to see if he 
remembers stamping copies of the first single before giving them away. I will use the letters 
page in a future issue of the magazine to let you know if I get a reply. 

The version of "Not fade away" recorded by Rush does, in my opinion, not find Rush at 
their best. Many songs on the first album would have made better singles, the most obvious 
choice I suppose would have been "In the mood" which was in Rush's live set when "Not 
fade away" was recorded, and was in fact the bands second single (there first for Mercury). 
The B side "I can't fight it" is to me much more interesting than the A side. Rush were 
known as 'Led Zeppelin junior' during the early '70s, which I could not understand, as to me 
the first Rush album didn't sound anything like Led Zeppelin. The B side of the first single 
was a give away, it is a Led Zeppelin rip off with no attempt to disguise the fact! The song 
rocks along well enough, the drumming style is familiar and clearly Led Zeppelin influenced. 
The guitar solo is lifted straight out of the Jimmy Page book of guitar solos, and towards the 
end of the song we are treated to a snippet of "Whole lotta love" which is not even slightly 
disguised. Led Zeppelin junior indeed! If you can't find or afford a copy of the first single, 
get a tape of it so you can listen to this song, it shows how pre first album Rush must have 
sounded. 

The first single sold badly, got no air play and hence did not land Rush the record 
contract they wanted. Ray Danials and Vic Wilson took the decision to find the cash for an 
entire album, and try and sell it to the record companies after recording it. If all else failed 
they thought they could get London Records to distribute the first album as they had the 
single. The first album was produced by David Stock at Eastern Sound Studios during cheap 
night time recording sessions. The end result was not very good, the band felt that David had 
taken the edge off their music. Ray and Vic found more money and persuaded Terry Brown 
(Bioon) to do a rescue job on the album. With Broon producing, Rush entered Toronto Sound 
Studios to re-record "Here again" and "Need some love". They kicked out "Not fade away" 
and replaced it with "Finding my way". The cover of the first album credits "Take. a friend" 
and "In the mood" as Eastern Sound recordings, with "What Y0l.!'re doing", "Before and after" 
and "Working man" credited as both Eastern Sound and Toronto Sound Studios. David Stock 
is not mentioned at all, with Broon being credited as the re-mix engineer, and the production 
credits going to Rush. All this was done in a very hectic two days by Broon and the band, 
resulting in a total bill for the first album of $9,000. 

STEREO 
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Ray did his best to sell the album to Canadian record companies, but got nowhere. 
London Records were asked to distribute the first album on Moon Records again, which they 
agreed to do, releasing the album with the the catalogue number MN-100. Ray and Vic dug 
deep and found enough money for 3,500 copies of the first album. Donna Halper of WMMS 
radio in Cleveland was instrumental in getting Rush a U.S. record deal with Mercury, with 
whom they signed shortly after the first album came out. The only difference between the 
Moon and Mercury versions of the first album was that the red logo on the cover was 
changed to pink for the mercury release. The Moon logo was dropped and the record label 
changed to a mercury one. 

The natural assumption is that only 3,500 copies of the first album were pressed on Moon 
Records, and that after signing to Mercury all further copies of the album were on Mercury. 
As far as I am aware, the Mercury deal was worldwide, with Canadian Mercury copies of the 
first LP originating from 1974 being available as imports in the U.K. before the U.K. Mercury 
release in 1977 of the first five Rush albums (Rush to All The Worlds A Stage). Certainly 
Canadian Mercury copies of the first five albums are now sought after collectors items in their 
own right. 

Rush formed their own label ANTHEM in Canada which got off the ground in 1977 when 
A Farewell To Kings was released on Anthem, not Mercury, in Canada. The very first release 
on Anthem was a single Making Memoriesrremples of Syrinx that has a black and white 
sleeve (which can be seen on page 10 of Issue 3 of The Spirit of Rush). This single is 
dated 1975, which is odd as 2112 (from which Temples of Syrinx was taken) was not released 
until 1976! While the early Canadian Rush releases are uncertain now (and are to be the 
subject of an article in a future issue of this magazine) it seems clear enough that Mercury 
handled Canadian releases from the first album up until Anthem got off the ground. 

The transition from Moon Records to Mercury Records seems straight forward enough, 
however there are rumours that Fly By Night exists on Moon Records. I wrote to Bill 
Banasiewicz to ask him if "Fly by night" was issued on Moon Records, he replied that yes, 
"Fly by night" was issued on Moon Records for a few months before being issued on Mercury 
and that "a few thousand copies" were pressed. If you have a copy of "Visions" check the 
picture on page eighteen. There are different versions of "Fly by night" on cassette, compact 
disc and album. The album on the top left obviously has an Anthem label, top right is U.S. 
Mercury, bottom right is U.K. Mercury but what about bottom left? It could be the Moon 
Record label (have a careful look at the label of the first album for comparison) but only a 
third of it is visible so it's hard to be sure. 

The existence of "Fly by Night" on Moon Records is difficult to explain as Mercury were 
already in Canada selling the fist album, and did release the second album. I did get offered 
a copy of the first single, album and Fly by Night by a very poor Canadian who was selling 
up his ' record collection. He told me he came from Toronto and had been a big fan of Rush, 
collecting all there early releases and going to see them when they were still playing bars in 
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Toronto. His story was that he bought "Fly By Night" the flrst day it was released. It was 
on Moon Records, he didn't know or care why, only that it was a great albwn. As none of 
these records ever materialised and the bloke selling them vanished this mayor may not be 
accurate. 

How much are Moon record copies of the first albwn worth? ' They are so rare that each 
copy that surfaces has to be judged on its own merits. If I were offered a tatty, scratched 
copy that was badly warped and thus would not play properly, I would not be interested in 
paying more than £10 for it. If I were offered a copy that was bought in 1974, played once 
by an owner who hated it and left it in a record case for the next fifteen years, I would be 
selling the rest of my Rush collection to raise whatever cash was needed to ensure I got the 
top bid in! The reality is that copies are neither mint nor bad but somewhere in between 
with price tags around the £100 to £150 mark. If you pick up a copy of . the first albwn on 
Moon Record in any condition for under £100 you will be doing well. What about "Fly by 
night" on Moon Records? If I had to make a guess I would rate "Fly by night" on Moon 
Records as being of similar rarity to the flrst single, thus prices are likely to be similar, 
another telephone nwnber price tag. 

That is the end of the Moon records story - I think! It is worth mentioning that acetates 
and test pressings are an inevitable part of the record manufacture process hence white label 
test pres sings and acetates of the first single, albwn and maybe "Fly by night" on Moon 
records did exist at one time. As one set of plates may be used to press 'up 100,000 copies 
of a record only one set of plates would be needed for each of the Moon Record released 
thus there will only ever have been a couple of acetates and perhaps half a dozen test 
pressings. An American Rush collector recently wrote to the editor and told him that a record 
dealer he knows spoke to Geddy (this is not exactly first hand information here!). Geddy said 
he thought he still had the original acitates for the first albwn in his cellar somewhere. Don't 
even think about what these would fetch at auction! 

Lastly if you know anything about Moon Record use the letters page to let the rest of us 
know. If you have a copy of "Fly by night" on Moon Records take photo-copies of the labels 
and send them to Mick to print in a future issue of the magazine, and of course if you have 
a promo version of any Moon Records release write in. 
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BACKSTAGE CLUB 
DECEMBER 1981 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 

FOR WHOM THE BUS ROLLS 
(A Journal of rhe Road) 

Your Corresponcient: Neil Peart 

Th:s journc.: covers the launching of a tour. the Rush "Moving 
PictL:r':5" tour of 1981. from rehearsals through to the view of a 
very' r2a l war:::. a day-to-day existence for thirty regular people. 
who ;:lst haJ:~,m to set up and deliver a rock show for a livingl (It 
ma~' :!ct be a ":"al job". but it's certainly a real world.) 

The:e is no ':oubt that it is a strange life: we work, and then drive 
awa~' :'":rough :..'1e night. while the rest of the world sleeps; we look 
out th" windC'N at a different place every day, rootless and un
protec:ed by r.crma lity. Certainly there is a special state of mind. as 
I can't even ir.:agine the "on the road" feeiing, when I'm comfor
table :;estied c: home. The reverse is also true, as I write this from a 
hotel:com, I am hard-pressed to remember what I feel like at 
home. (mayb" ;'11 just run home and check I) 

:Vlonca~', Febr .:ary 9, Toronto. Wait a minur,,' Are you sure we had 
a holicay? Oh , Anyv;c~', It 's back to work. For .the past couple of 
weeks :he anj.::pation has been bUilding: practising, planning, an
swerir.::; the J:~.)ne, interviews, preparing the program, answering 
the phone, pcc.:..:.ing, decisions, the phone. et cetera. 

Here at the rehearsal studio. we will get sore fingers and stiff 
J!1USC1€5. polishing up both the new and old songs. and putting 
togeth"r a we:-paced set. To be fair to ourselves, the audience. 
and our crew, :t's desirable to keep the show to around two hours. 

but the eight albums of material to choose from, we must be 

ruthless! 
The crew uork like elves all around us: hammering, drilling. 

painting. and soldering our gear into shape . Some of it is main
tenance. sam" is modification, and some are attempted miraclesl 

Our rc.ad manager, Howard, has set up a portable office nearby , 
and is en the ~hone to all of America: promoters, hotels , drivers, 
sound compa~y, lighting company. other crew members, rigging 
compc:1y, the ?resident- "What do you mean I can't have a nuclear 

light show?" Et cetera. 

As Geddy J:ut is so well: "The first day we sound like nothing. 
the second da)· we sound lik someone imitating us; the third day we 

start to sound t.~e a band". Well. almost. 
Watching G"ddy juggling his bass, synthesizers. pedals, and also 

the vocals; and Alex co-ordinating his settings. echoes. effects, syn-
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rhesizers. and guitar changes . I am inwardly grateful once agin that 
OIl'': instrument requires only to be hit by a stickl 

By' the end of the week we are working our way through th~ ,wo 
hour show in less than four hours. (!) The next step is "\\,'ings 
Stadium", in Kalamazoo. Michigan . where we have hired the hail 
:or four days prior to our first show there. We will be doing exten
s;\'e sound checks, and full production rehearsals . 

Tuesday. February 17. Kalamazoo. 3:00 A.M. The bus has stop
;::"d moving, and as usual. I sense arrival and wake up. Having 
s:ept since we crossed the border, I am disoriented at first. Peering 
out the window oi m~' bunk into a foggy oblivion. I can only see the 

:amiliar green n"on of the "Holiday Inn" sign. Sigh! 
Sleepi ly , I struggi" into coat and shoes. and stumble off of the 

'::>us and into the lC2by We meet up with some of the crew who 
'":ad't been at rehearsals. and it's like a family re-union . We co:lect 
our keys and rooming lists: and then it's open house. doors and 
suitcases flung open wide. and everyone is wandering the halls, 
\'isiting from room to identical room. Many of the guys have been 
\\'orking over at the hail all night. and are just getting back. 
Everyone looks beat. but glad to be back on the road. Amen l 

(later that same da,.') Awake again. and reaching for the phone 
with the reflex of long habit. Order breakfast. shower. and wait for 
the rattle of glassware that will announce the arrival of the soggy' 

"ggs, damp toast. and coffee-miraculously weak for its bitterness! Et 
cetera. No surprises. 

These reflections are vaporized by the ringing telephone. I 
;enerally answer the phone with a certain trepidation. but thank
:uily it's Rhonda from the office. who is always nice to talk with, 
,,\'en when she bears unwelcome requests : (last-minute in
:ereviews. persislent photographers, messages from people on 
orher planets. et ceteral. We can usually deal with five minutes of 
business in as little as twenty minutes! 
"Wings Stadium" is conveniently next-door to our hotel. a 1)'Pical 
medium-sized hockey arena. with typical medium-sized hockey 
arena acoustics. This is perfectly suitable for our purposes, as most 
of our shows will be in such places. It is interesting that dUring this 
century the old v~udeville type of theatres. to the modern "War
Memorial-Civic-Conv~r.tion-Stadium-Centre -Arena". I guess it is 



the democratic preference, but you wouldn't think it would be so 
difficult to build on that sounded good too! But in common with our 

audiences: "We pays our money. and we takes our choice." 
Kevin. our personal-ah,-shreve m ,assistant everything, valet, 

factotum . secretary, aide-de-camp, butler, et al). gives the "crew 
Knock" at the door, and informs me that my drum riser is in the 
process of revision by a welder{!), and they won't care to discuss 
some interviews . I cleverly distract him bi-' changing the subject. · 

Through the everlasting fog outside my window, the illuminated 
"Wings Stadium" sign informs me that a local FM station "brings" 
Rush and Max Webster on February 20 at 8:00 p.m .. Now, really! 
What this really means is that in return for the "prestige" of "presen
ting" a concert. the station has exchanged certain promotional 
favours~ (Now don't get all cynical already, the tour's just begin
ning!) ' 

It's 4:30. I can sit around no longer, I'm going to walk over to the 
'1all. The mist is still thick to the ground. a line of slowly melting 
s;1owbanks smoulder eerily, the steam pouring off like smoke. The 
,oar of the nearby interstate is muffled and distant. It's a fine, 
2ramatic day. 

Inside the bUilding, which we have plal.'ed at many times, I find 
:7ly wa~' 10 the familiar dressing room. have my stae-pass phoro 
:aken, then walk out into the dark cavern of the arena. The house 
\;hts are off. so that the stage lights can be focussed. At stage left I 
:7leet up with the guys from the sound crew. who I hadn't run into 
:?st nigh!. and I perceptively notice that m!-' drums are still scattered 
?~out the stage like wounded soldiers. I can onl).· be in th: way here 
5::1 I wen! out into the audience area, to check out our new sound 

?,;1d lighting set-ups. 
We se: out to streamline our stage somewhat this tour , anJ it 

::>oks terrific. Everything is very uncluttered and symmetrical, and 

:'1 e sou::j system has been re-distributed abo\'e and beside the 
5:age . Howard's new lights look great: three round multi-lamp fix
:-Jres, one above eact of us on stage, and a different. cleaner 

a:-rangements on the front and rear of the stage . All told , something 
;: ;;e 400 sweltering sun-lamps for me to sweat under every night! 
:~bout th:s I have mixed feelings. but it will certainly look amazing. 

I learn from our stage manager. Michael. that between "flying" 
:-tanging from the roof) part of the P .A .. the projection screen, as 

,\ ell as the lights. we now use 'I total of 22 rigging points. I guess 
:'1i1!'s good I 

OLir co-producers, "Broon", is out with us for a while to work 
\\'ith eng:neer Jon on the refinement of our live sound. They 
supervise a harrassed looking Joe, the chief sound technician. With ' 
soldering gun in hand, and furrowed brow. he probes the bowels of 
:he mixing board; mind awhirl with millivolts, dBs, op-amps, and 
circuits . 

His counterpart on the lighting crew, the cigarette-chewing Nick 
Kotos, is similarly doing battle in teh "Pit of Doom", the heart of the 

lighting system, at stage right. His is a private Inferno; banks of 
dimmers, mountainous coils of serpentine cables, colored gels, and 

clouds of smoke perpetuall)' rising from machines and Marlboros. 

The great social event of the touring day is Crew Meal. This is 

catered at six, after sound check and before the doors are opened. 

so most people are "off-duty" for a while. The building is usually 

quiet. the food is usually good, and we are a lways ravenous. so it 
makes an enjoYi;)ble interlude in the day. 

Larry has my drums back together, Laim has Alex's amps and 
effects working, Skip h1l$ Geddy's amps and basses ready . Tony 
has tuned the guitars and synthesizers, Greg has the monitors set; 

everyone has done everything. now it's our turn. 
We start to work .our way throu'gh the set, but there are many 

stops; to adjust thiS, tune that, and fix the other , The night passe's 

slowly. finally finishing about 2:00 A.M., and (am exhausted . 
It is nice to put on my coat. and just walk out into the quiet night. 

The fog is still a soft shroud over everything, and a bright nebula 
surrounds the streetlights and the "Wings Stadium" sign . 

I am struck by the contrast to what often accompanies m).· 
walking out of a stage door after work. As ever, the smell of diesel 
smoke hangs in th e air, but it's so peaceful! I am tired . alone. and 

left so. It feels nice. 

\Vednesday . February 18. Kalamazoo. 0 Father. I ha\'e sinned l It 
seems I have overslept the .magical hour of 11:30. and can no 
longer be served anything resembling breakfast. Sigh. 

The lifeless , nasal voice on the phone is "only follow:ng orders" . 
and can not be tempted to stretch the rules even so far cs c grilled 
cheese sandwich . "Then we'd have to do it for everybod)· ... she wit
tily rejoins, and I am successfully put in my place. No surprises . 

Despi'te a momentarily humourous vIsion 200 guest 
' s:mulaianeouly demanding their contraband grilled cheeses. I \'ent 

mIl frustration at "rules in the customary way, by smashing the of
fending reciever into the guilty pbone. In independent tests con
ducted all over the western world, this reporter has io~nd the 
modern telephone to be virtually indestructible . 

The television is the usual afternoon wast~land: oni!-' the net
works here , and they each offer simultan~ous game 5:-tO\\'S. 
followed by simutaneous soap operas . Click! This is freedom of 
choice? At least most cities have active PBS stations. whi.::h can 
sometimes offer interesting di\'ersion on a du ll c:ie~;1oon . 
Sometimes when I'm doing something else, it's nice to lea\'e the 
picture on with no sound, just to make the room seem a Ettie bigger l 

I turn to answering a pile of neglected maii. and ro purring my 
notebook in order for a new tour's crop of images ideas. One of the 
good points of an itinerant lifestyle, is the magnitude of input. con
stantly changing and forming Paralles , providing new points of view 
and observations. But of course, it is also one of the bad pOints, 

sometimes the input is too overwhelming, and some peace and 
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quiet would be much nicer! It just goes to prove; even when ~'Ou 
ha ve everY1hing. it's never the right amount. 

Meanwhile. back at the hall, we start off with the new sonss. 
which begin to sound and feel good. After dinner, we run throush 
(waik through?) the whole show once again, still pausing ofte;1 to 

correct difficulties. adjust monitors. or just for a break' 
Things are definitely coming together. Sometimes I feel that t-;:ef 

fla sh of exultation as the music flows out effortlessly. the three c; '..:s 
pla~'ing perfectly: as one. The flash is soon gone, however as a c.:i
ficult change. or a tricky part demands my earnest concentraticn. 

On the way back through the still shrouded parking lot. Alex a:-.c 
Geddy paused to enact a scene from an imaginary Ins:.:ar 
Bergman film. Under the visionary direction of G. Lee, Alex p:a~'s 
the stoic. heroic "Bjorn". 

LO:--:G SHOT. WIDE ANGLE. It is night. Fog. The streetlis::-:s 
are phantoms. ghostly mirages in the thick whiteness of the a:r. 
Wisps of steam rise smokily from the bizarre shapes of me::::r.g 
snowbanks. Bjorn stands alone. The lightest of Nordic breezes ''":
fles the hair at his noble brow. His chin is raised in defiance of :;:;
spea;';abie sorrow he looks heroic. and yet tragic. Leaning into :.:.e 
breeze. ~:et somehow beaten down by it. Bjorn stands. A:o:-.e. 
FADE TO GREY 

"Sure ly a moving. sensitive portrayal of a very human . \'e:y 
s~'mbolic metaphor, evoking a certain abstract-ARRRGGGHH:T 
Thank ~·ou. good night. 

Fricay. February 20 . Kalamazoo. A satisf)ng pile of answered :-;:c.:i 

has been growing on my desk. much of it in ultra-elegant "Hodca;: 
Inn Kalamazoo" enve lopes . I can never get any mail answer" .: a: 
home. or when we're in the studio, but some afternoons on ::-:e 
road are perfect for it. I also find that it's the only way I can corn:cr
tabi~' communicate with a fan, and it feels good to send off a :e::er 
kno\\'ing it will bring happiness to the recipient. 

I have a long conversation with Ray. our friend and manas-er. 
who is in high spirits indeed. The album is doing very well. and :he 
tour is selling out all over. The novelty and meaning of chart num
bers . sales figures, ticket sales, and gilded awards has worn a .l,· a~· 

for me. but to a creative businessman li ke Ray they are the measure 
of his art. What they do all add up to. is a sense of people ap
prec:ating one's work, which I'm sure no-one ever disdained' We] . 
except ma~'be embezzlers and assassins. Okay, spies a:;d 
proiessional-alright. alright! No more sweeping generalit.es . I 

pre·mise ' 
. Two of our truck drivers. Mac and Number 9 , have just plan;eci 
9' s rig right in front of my window, changing my view from wr.:re 
fog. to White Kenworth and trailer. I lean out the window :'0 

profane their ancestors. as they disappear into Whitey's room r.ext 

door . Via the window' 
Kevin is here for the lu ggage. as we will be driving straight on to 

Dubuque after the show . I'm feeling a rare twinge of nervousness. 

and will be glad when this first one is behind us. 

It's 3:30, and we're not scheduled to go over until 4:00, but I'm 
just pacing aimlessly around, so I think I'll wander over now. Maybe 
the guys from Max Webster have arrived . .. 

At 7:00 the doors are opened, and a complete change comes 
over the building. Music plays on the P.S.; the air is charged with 
the energy and anticipation of some five or six thousand people. It's 
more than a crowd, more than a concert; it's a ritual dnd a 
celebration. The electricity in the atmosphere is almost tangible. 

Max Webster open the show, going on at 8. It's my first hearing 
of this new line-up, and I am impressed: they played superbly and 
very powerfully. The audience response is also strong. and they are 
brought back for an encore. Perhaps they have finally arrived at the 
right balance of personnel and material to capture the ears of 
America. 

It has long been an inscrutable mystery to us why Max haven't 
caught on down here, as we are fans as well as friends. but this is a 
promising new beginning . Chicago will be the real test for them. a5 
for any opening band. They can be a ver~ unforgiving audience. 

Around 9:00. I slip unnoticed between the cases back of the 
stage, a'nd up under the "tent" which covers my drums before the 
show. It's nice to get settled in a bit early. and avoid the panic of 
running on when the house lights go down. 

The lights are down, the intro tape starts. and there is an in
credible roar from the audience . Larry and Dave pull the cloth 
back. as Alex and Geddy come running on. plugging in their 
guitars as they move over to centre stage, standing in front of me 10 

count in the beginning of "2112". We share a "here goe~"'" 100;';. 

2-3-4- and we're away! 

The pace of this set is fUriOUS; it's a good th ing I'm in good shaDe 
this year' We're about five songs into it. and I'm soaking. befor~ I 
even have a second to grab a quick gulp of "Canada Dry", let alone 
wiping my dripping face and hands with a towel. I can fee l that we 
are playing wel l. arld the audience roars it's warm approval. Alex 
has a colourful new warJrobe in the best of bad taste, and is dan
cing magnificently. 

Perception becomes snail-like when I'm playing; peeking out for 
a moment when the going is smooth. then instantly retreating back 
inside to concentrate in difficult areas . Images are fragmentary and 
diverse: a face. the roof. a wierd hat, stage right crew. Gedd\'"s 
tapping foot , someone singing along. Alex danCing, et cete;a . 
These are all punctuated by the oblivious. inner space of drums . 
cymbals. hands. feet, tempo: and is this drumstick going to break in 
the middle of this roll? rrhey always do .) 

Back in the dressing room there's a beautiful array .of seafood : 
oysters. crabmeat. and smoked salmon. It looks de liCi OUS , but I 
never develop an appetite until an hour or two after the sho\l,'. 
when there wiU only be sandwiches and peanuts on the bus. More 
fool me! 
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There is nothing so fine as champagne after a show, and tonight 

we really have something to celebrate. The first show is behind us, 
and it went very well. Broon says it sounded great. like we had 
been out for a week. I feel utterly drained, too tired to get excited. 

but satisfied. 

A few minutes spent signing autographs, and I am on the bus. 
This is one of my favourite parts of a working day. It's like coming 
home. the day's work done. Sit back. relax, maybe put some music 
on. Sometimes company drops over from the crew bus, or one of 
the driv~rs will stop by. I don't know how bands that fly everywhere 

can stand it. 
When e\'erybody else is aboard . we set off for Dubuque , Iowa. a 

distance of about 300 miles: or six hours. 
It takes a long time to wind down after a show . Going to sleep 

immediately would be both difficult and very boring, so there is 
always some diversion on the bus. There are movies on viceo, 
video games, music, conversation, and-uh-; did I say movies 

already? 
I rode up front with our driver , Whitey, for awhile. talking about 

sailing, and watching the fog-shrouded highway pass under us. By 
around 3:00 I am tired enough to sleep, and make my way back 

down the bus to my bunk. 

We arrive at·8:00, and I find m~'self standing at the T.V . in my 
hotel room. writing in this notebook. while I wait for the luggage. 

Strange person. 
The view outside is so incredibly typical, that it bears recounting: 

parking lot. small plaza, secondary highway, large plaza, Chenolet 
. dealership, billboards, car wash" motel. and a church spire rising in 

the distance. The number of times in six yl,;ars on the road that I 
have looked out the window at this view is truly frightening ' This 
could be anywhere from New Jersey to California. Only the license 

plates and the vegetation change. 

Never mind this. I'm going back to sleep! 

Saturday, February 21, Dubuque, Iowa. I awake at 1:30, dreading 
to pick up the phone, and the dail\-' challenge of breakfat. To my 
pleasant surprise. with only a minor skirmish, I am able to have an 
omelette . This could turn out to be a nice day! 

Last night Alex and I were talking about sailing around the world 
which has become one of my "Great Fantasies". (Perhaps I could 
write to Ricardo Montalban?) . What a dream it would be, it is surely 
one of the few great adventures left on earth. Just imagine it: I'll 
get a big sailboat, plenty of provisions, take about two years. and 
1'11- . Oh. sure. I'll put it on the list with Concorde pilot, Formula 1 
driver. \\/imbleton champion, respected author, astronaut. noted ' 

architect. fireman-et cetera. Sigh . 
It's 3:45. and I'm all packed and ready to go, but it's unusual not 

to hear from Kevin by now. I feel a sinking sensation, as I suspect 
the cruel truth . If we passed through a time zone last night, it just 

could be only 2:45. No' 

I know that it's true, even as I hope it isn't. What to do? 
This is the type of situation where a book can be a saviour. 

Waiting time is not at all the same as free time. and there are limited 
ways of filling it. Especially when the suitcases are all packed I 

Reading is perhaps even more flexible than thinking in some 
cases, such as in the middle of a roomful of people, to whom \;ou 
co not wish to speak. An open book has the power of a crucifix 
against vampires. (Unfortunately. it seems to have no effect on 
werewolves. who are without shame. and would interrupt 
anything:) 

Amid the backstage circus of hangers-on. record and radio "per
sonalities. " favour-seekers. and people just looking for someone to 
ta;k about themselves to: I need a barrier and an escape. and books 
do p:ovide them . 

Just spoke to Geddy on the phone. Yes folks, there is a time 
change. Sigh . Pick up the book . . . 

Alex has been out flying with the promoter's assistant, so we 
con't see him until sound check. He's trying to build up the hours 
on his newly-acquired pilot's license. 

It's another arena: all structural steel and concrete blocks. 
Everybody looks tired today, it's hard to get back into the timetable 
c: the road: you have to move the peak of your day to about mid
n:ght. On our bus , I was the only virtuous bore to get any sleep , the 
ethers were playing video games until our arrival at 8:00. Hard 
core road life. 

The longest day of all is that of the lighting crew. Along with the 
s:age manager and rigger, they are the first to arrive at 8 or 9 in the 
morning, and don't get away until 2 or 3 in the morning. Hence 
their boastful T-siTts: "First to come , last to pull out!" Like I said. 
hard core. 

Despite the dismal acoustics, Max sound really good from the 
s:de of the stage . This certainly the hottest version of the band: ex 
cellent new bass player, and Steve's slide guitar work is reallv tastv. 
"Stixy" is leaning more forward in his drumming . more a~thori~' 
and aggression are the cause and / or effect. Great stuff! 

Our own show goes much more smoothly tonight. and I eniov 
m~'self tremendously. Unfortunately, AI~x suffered string trouble'. 
beaking three in the course of the show. and Geddy also has a few 
spots of trouble, but generally it's a good one. The audience is e. l' 
tnusiastic and enjoyable: excepting a few firecracker morons . 

I particularly can't help noticing two young guys. obViously 
a5piring musicians. who respond with such joy and satisfaction to 
each change we play. that it's inspiriting. This is in direct contrast to 
th.? "phantom guitar" type of exhibitionist. 'as they seldom pay any 
ar:.?ntion to what we 're doing! 

After the show, I have an interview with a journalist from Japan . 
The conversation is conducted back and forth through an inter
preter, which is a novel experience for me. The questions are 
tr.oughtful and well-researched, and I have a fine time ~hooting off 
m~' mouth. Often after a show, the combination of relaxation. and 
the mental high following extreme concentration, allows the 
thoughts to flow in a lucid and articulate manner. The interview 
goes well. although it takes much longer than usual as everything is 
said twice l 

Back on the bus, we 're driving to Davenport tonight. a reiati\'elv 
short drive. The video "golf" game is the latest rage, ·and Howard'. 
K.?vin, Geddy and Broon are engrossed in that. 

Alex and I listen to some music, and drift in and out of com'er, 
sation. Sitting back, tired and relaxed, I recognize that at this 
moment 1 am truly content. Life is actually good! These moments 
are rare for any of us, and I savour it. 
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by Neil Elliott 

RUSH HAVE PLAYED MANY DIFFERENT SONGS OVER THE YEARS, SINCE THEY SET OUT ON 
THEIR FIRST OFFICIAL TOUR BACK IN 1974. THE FOLLOWING TWO PART ARTICLE ATTEMPTS 
TO UNCOVER ALL OF THE SONGS THE BAND HAVE PLAYED LIVE ON THEIR MANY TOURS. 

The bands first full official tour, to promote their self-titled debut album, 
started out at the Civic Arena, Pittsburgh on August 14th 1974. Here the band 
opened up for headliners Uriah Heep and Manfred Mann, and were allotted a set 
lasting approximately 25 minutes! 

Music from Clockwork Orange was played as an intro tape before the bands 
introduction: "Please welcome from Toronto, Canada, Mercury recording artists, 
let's have a warm welcome for - Rush." The band then proceeded to plough their 
way through the opener Finding My Way, which was followed by In The Mood, Bad 
Boy ( a 50's song by Larry Williams and later covered by The Beatles) and set 
closer Working Man, which also included a drum solo in its midst. 

Tapes of this show are fairly rare and not of particularly outstanding quality; 
but worth having or listening too, as it forms an important part of the bands 
history. 

From here, until the band entered the recording studio to lay down the tracks 
for the Fly By Night album, their set varied only slightly from what they 
played at the Cleveland Studios, Ohio on August 26th 1974, a show which lasted 
about 45 minutes and was broadcast live on FM radio. The set consisted of 
Finding My Way, Best I Can, Need Some Love, In The End, Fancy Dancer, Bad Boy, 
Here Again and Working Man. 

The songs Best I Can and In The End, were to appear on the forth - coming a lbum, 
thus making them original and unheard of songs at the time. Also featured, the 
track Fancy Dancer, an early band composition which never made it onto record. 
This is probably a good thing as this is not the most inspiring Rush song ever, 
but again interesting for the fact that it forms part of the bands early years 
and development. 

By the time they played at the Electric Ladyland Studios in New York, just 
before Christmas of that same year, In The End and Fancy Dancer had been 
dropped. These songs were replaced by Anthe m and Fly By Night; making them yet 
another two songs to appear in the live set b efore being committed to vinyl. 
The set was a little longer this time, reaching about 55 minutes, and was again 
broadcast on FM radio. 

Another track which was also played during this period, but not at this s how, 
was What You're Doing. This leaves Take A Friend and Before And After fro m the 
debut album, not, as far as we know, appearing live. Also one other thing of 
interest on this first tour, was that the bands first single, Not Fade Away and 
B- side You Can't Fight It, were never played live either. 

When Fly By Night was released in February '75, the band were already out on 
tour promoting the album. The majority of which was aired during the tour. 

Details of the set during the early dates are pretty vague, but when they 
rounded off the tour with shows in Canada, and a sell-out show at Toronto's 
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Massey Hall on June 25th in particular, the set was roughly 70 minutes long and 
featured: Finding My Way, Best I Can, Anthem, Beneath, Between And Behind, In 
The End, Fly By Night, By-Tor And The Snow Dog, Working Man, In The Mood, Need 
Some Love and What You're Doing. 

Leaving Rivendell and Making Memories, the two songs not played live during the 
tour, that come from Fly By Night. These songs have never appeared live at all. 

Incidentally, pictures of this show were later to appear on the Caress Of Steel 
album sleeve. 

September '75 saw the release of Caress Of Steel. This is where we hit our one 
major problem. Our Black Hole! There appear to be no details of what was played 
during the 40+ shows on the tour, and stranger still, there does not seem to be 
any live tapes available of any of the performances on this, the what was dubbed 
'The Down The Tubes Tour.' Even taking into account the lack of success of the 
album and tour, you would have expected some tapes of these shows to have 
survived and surfaced over the years! 

In a radio interview with Geddy a couple of years ago, he was asked about 
'Caress' and the subsequent tour. He replied that the band played most of the 
album in their set during the tour. Whether this is true or not, we can only 
surmise. Anyone who knows of any details, or better still, has any/knows of any 
tapes that exist of this tour, I would be grateful for a copy, or for any 
information about it or the set played. 

2ll2. Released March 1976. The tour starting on March 18th. The band, on the 
early dates of the tour, were still playing the support slot at many shows, 
and therefore, the set had to be adapted to the time allowed to them. But it 
was usually about 45 minutes long and consisted of Anthem, 2ll2, Working Man, 
Finding My Way, Fly By Night and In The Mood. 

When they headlined, their set lasted 75 minutes plus, and was strongly based 
upon what was to become the All The World's A Stage double live album. The 
running order varied only slightly, with only side 1 of 2112 and Something For 
Nothing from the new album being played live up until the recording of the live 
album. Oracle: The Dream section of 2112 was omitted for some ·reason, and has 
never been played live at all. 

After releasing A.T.W.A.S. on September 29th '76, the band were out on the road 
again in October. The set again closely running along the lines of the live 
album. 

By the end of the American tour in May '77, Twilight Zone from 2112 had been 
added. Also now included, following on from By-Tor and The Snow Dog in the set 
was The Necromancer; making only the third known track from Caress Of Steel to 
be played live. Following Bastille Day and Lakeside Park. 

Then on to England, to round off the tour in June. Their first ever U.K. 
appearance. The set stayed basically the same as the North American for the 
seven dates, but included a new song in the form of Xanadu which replaced 
Twilight Zone. Making yet another pre-recorded song played live. 

Again Straight out on tour following the release of A Farewell To Kings in the 
September of '77. For what appears to be the first time, no alterations to the 
set were made at all through the duration of the tour which ended in Canada in 
June 1978. Five of the six tracks from the latest album appeared in the show, 
wi th Madrigal being the only omission. 

The show was made up with Bastille Day, Lakeside Park, By-Tor, Xanadu, A 
Farewell To Kings, Something For Nothing, Cygnus X-I, Anthem, Closer To The 
Heart, 2ll2, Medley: Working Man, Fly By Night, and In The Mood. Cinderella 
Man was the encore. 



Onto October '78 and Hemispheres hits the shelves and the road. The whole of 
the new album was played during the Stateside section of the tour, this being 
a first for the band. The new songs were incorporated into a much altered set 
to the previous tour. It included Anthem, A Passage To Bangkok, By-Tor, Xanadu 
Xanadu, Something For Nothing, The Trees, Cygnus X-1, Hemispheres, Closer To 
The Heart, Circumstances, A Farewell To Kings, La Villa Strangiato, 2ll2, with 
a medley of Working Man, Bastille Day and In The Mood forming the encore. 

A Passage To Bangkok makes its first live outing on this tour, which leaves 
Tears and Lessons outstanding, as the only tracks from 2112 not coming to life! 

By the time Rush opened up in the U.K. in Newcastle on April 23rd 1979, 
Circumstances had disappeared from the set for some reason, and was not replaced 
by anything. The tour ended at the Pink Pop Festival in Geleen, Holland on June 
4th, this being one of the open-air shows the band profess not to enjoy playing. 

The Pink Pop Festival was filmed, or at least some of it was, as La Villa , 
Strangiato has appeared on television in Holland, preceded by a small interview 
with the band. If the whole Rush set was filmed, there must be someone who has 
access to this early(ish) live footage of the band. It would be interesting to 
see how they carne across on film before the trend of concert video hit the 
world! Anyone got the full show on video? 

Summertime. New material to be written, and a break from touring. The break 
lasted only six weeks! A four-week tour was arranged to break in some of the 
new material for recording, and this started on August 17th. 

Two new songs, as yet unreleased, The Spirit Of Radio and Freewill, appeared 
in a re-arranged set; replacing Something For Nothing and A Farewell To Kings 
from the European part of the tour earlier in the year. Circumstances already 
having been removed. 2112 moved up to the opening song, while La Villa 
Strangiato provided the encore. 

In addition to the two new songs played live, the band, during their soundcheck 
at the Hara Arena, Dayton, Ohio two weeks into the tour, played a version of 
Entre Nous. Evidently the song was ready to be recorded, but not ready for 
airing live. The stranger thing about it being that Entre Nous has never been 
played live in concert. 

The mini ,- tour finished in England,on the second night of two at Stafford 
Bingley Hall on September 22nd 1979. The band then immediately returned to 
Canada, and entered Le Studio, to record the new album over the next month. 

THAT ENDS THE FIRST PART OF THIS ARTICLE. PART TWO FROM ~ PERMANENT WAVES TO 
THE HOLD YOUR FIRE TOUR WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE. 

IF ANYONE HAS ANY POINTS TO MAKE ON ANYTHING SAID, OR HAS SPOTTED ANY GLARING 
MISTAKES OR OMISSIONS I MAY HAVE MADE, PLEASE LET ME KNOW. MOST OF THE 
INFORMATION WAS TAKEN FROM TAPES OF SHOWS THAT I HAVE, AND ALSO FROM THE 
INVALUABLE VISIONS BIOGRAPHY (CHEERS BILL!). IF ANYONE KNOWS OR HAS WHAT WAS 
PLAYED ON THE CARESS TOUR, I WOULD BE MOST GRATEFUL FOR THE INFORMATION OR 
A COPY. SEND ANY COMMENTS ETC. TO ME (ADDRESS ON TRADES PAGE), OR TO THE 
EDITORIAL ADDRESS. THANKS! 

WHEREVER 
TRKE OUT 

[II 
YOU LIVE WHY nOT 
R S'JBSCRIPTlon 
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INTERVIEW WITH GEDDY LEE I DECEMBER 19881 FROM - --

Bass Player 
For those of our readers who are a bit more musically minded than most 
of us, the following is an extract from an interview Geddy Lee (GL) did 
for Bass Player (BP) magazine in which he explains some of his playing 
techniques and also how some of the various Rush songs came about. 

BP: Who were your first musically influences? 

GL: I was first influenced by bassist Jack Bruce. Cream was one of the 
groups that I loved when I was growing up and first got into music in 
a more serious way. We used to play Cream songs way back when. What I 
liked about Jack was that his sound was distinctive - it wasn't 
boring, and it wasn't typical. And he was very busy. He wouldn't keep 
his place, which I really liked a lot. He wouldn't keep quiet as a 
bass player. He was obtrusive, which I like in a bass player. 

BP: I guess it helps if you're in a trio setting. You might run into 
trouble if you start adding more musicians? 

GL: Yeah, the freedom of the trio is that you're allowed to be as busy 
as the thing can take. Obviously you have to use taste and discretion 
where and when you're being busy. But the thing that appealed to me 
about bass players all along were, bass players that played more than 
they were supposed to play, or more than the conventional bass player 
would play. 

BP: On Hold Your Fire, the bass is in some great-sounding rooms. There's 
one section on "Lock And Key" where you get a good trebly effect. I 
know you used a Rickenbacker in the past, and that sound reminds me of 
it. 

GL: You can get that sound out of most basses I think, but a rickenbacker 
has a particular kind of classic twang to it. I found that I wanted 
to get a little more subtlety in the sound, and I couldn't quite get 
that out of the Rick. I wanted to change the top end a little bit, 
get a little different shaped bottom end. Then I moved to a Stein
berger, which really gave me a totally different sound. The top end 
didn't range as high and twangy, and the bottom end was quite a 
different shade. I liked it a lot, and used it onstage, and on the 
Grace Under Pressure album. But on Power Windows I got introduced to 
the Wal bass, made by a small company in England. Our producer, Peter 
Collins, had one and suggested I try it out. I used that bass on Hold 
Your Fire, and I'm very pleased with the results and its flexibility. 

I use a four-string most of the time, but on "Lock And Key" it was a 
five-string they made with an extra low B. I find that low string 
really means more today, because we're living in the world of synthe 
sisers that go lower than basses ever went before. 

BP: On "Force Ten" you do some chordal stuff on bass. What were you 
thinking of then? It really pushes the tune ahead. 

GL: Before I had a visit from Jeff Berlin, who's a friend, on the tour I 
had the opportunity to watch him goofing around backstage with a bass, 
and was just amazed at his knowledge of bass chords. That's something 
I had never really exploited in my playing, so he inspired me to play 
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around more with it. I ended up using bass chords on "Force Ten" and 
"Turn The Page." Not so much in the sense of strumming them as using 
my thumb more, almost like a fingerpicking style of playing, which is 
something that I'm still working on. Just plucking with my thumb and 
going back and forth between the thumb and the first two fingers and 
pulling. Almost like a snapping technique. It's opened up a bit more 
range for me. There's more melodic possibilities and rhythmic 
possibilities too, which is an important role for a bass player. If 
you can establish not only a melody but a rhythmic feel, that's an 
extra tool. 

BP: During "Prime Mover" you really dig into your part during the guitar 
solos. I read how you guys compose the guitar solos as a group. Do 
you have to wait until the solo is composed before you corne up with 
your parts? 

GL: We obviously have a chordal structure, and a melodic fix or picture 
of what the part's going to be. Usually I put it down, and between 
Neil and myself, we get little rhythm patterns going. I play around 
with the melody, and depending on what the centre is and what the 
chord structures are in that area, I just write my part. Then Alex 
plays different solos around what Neil and I have already put down. 
He'e quite content to work with what we've put down, and in most 
parts he's around through every stage anyway, so he's quite aware of 
the direction it's going in. He'll go down and wail, and a lot of 
times he will surprise us. It's a totally different direction than we 
had expected it, but it's always within the melodic structure that 
exists. 

BP: At the end of "Open Secrets" it sounds like you guys are jamming, 
almost an improvised thing. 

GL: It sort of was. That song went through a lot of changes, and by the 
end of it, we had established this bass riff near the top of it. At 
the end we got into this groove when we were in the demo stage that 
we knew would be fun. So when Neil locked into that groove and went 
with it, he felt so good that we just let him go. And I just jammed 
to what he already put down. 

BP: That's an interesting sequence at the beginning of "Big Money." Do 
you do programming? 

GL: Usually I'll do a basic sequence as a direction of a part, and then 
when (keyboardist) Andy Richards comes in the studio he listens to 
what I've done. If he can improve on it, he has full license to go 
ahead. And the nice thing about working with him is he's very open to 
everybody's ideas. I can think up an idea that I don't have the 
technical ability to play, but he does, and he'll take ' that idea even 
farther than I imagined it. That's a real bonus for me. 

BP: Sometimes it's hard to tell if you're playing a bass guitar or a 
keyboard. On the verse of "Territories" there's a real droning type 
of bass part. Then, on the B part, you get into a more staccato kind 
of sound. 

GL: Whenever you hear that low bottom end that drones underneath, it's 
usually my Moog pedals. I've been using those for years and they're 
really great when I have to go to keyboards and sustain the bottom 
end. Because they have an unobtrusive bass that doesn't phase. 

BP: When you started playing bass, did you have any idea that you'd end 
up playing keyboards and pedals? 
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GL: Not at all, and every year it amazes me more and more how much stuff 
I have on my side of the stage that I have to deal with. Because I 
really am not a proficient keyboard player. I know my name pops up in 
these keyboard polls from time to time, and it 1s really unfair, 
because I really am not a good keyboard player. 11m really strictly a 
synthesist and sort of an orchestrator. I am learning how to play 
keyboards better every day, and I am presently studying piano. 

BP: Do you miss playing bass at times? 

GL: Oh yeah, it 1s a constant frustration too, because when we 1re 
recording, a lot of the times I know I won 1t be able to play bass in 
certain parts of songs because 1111 be playing keyboards. So 11m very 
reluctant to put a bass part on the record that I won 1t be able to 
play live. So it 1 S a battle. We overcam'e that a little on this past 
tour, because now technology has finally caught up with us. I can now 
program certain keyboard chords to pedals onstage that can trigger 
different synthesisers. 

BP: "Grand Designs" features a great drum part by Neil. Some good 
bassists might be thrown off by that kind of part . 

GL: I don 1t remember any difficulty with that song as a matter of fact. 
One of the best things about playing with the same person for a very 
long time is you have this kind of telepathic connection in a way. 
You know each other so well stylistically that there 1s a whole range 
of probabilities that you have in common. So if I hear him going i n a 
direction or he hears me going in a direction, we can shift to that 
direction. I think we 1ve figured out a way to complement each other 
so that it 1s comfortable. It 1s something that comes with time and 
work. Sometimes when a bass player is playing with a rythmically 
difficult drum part, that 1s the time to simplify, help the part 
cruise by playing more consistently. That can help knit the part 
together. At the same time, if there 1s another drum part coming up 
where he 1s going to be more solid and fundamental, that will enable 
the bass to stretch out a bit and get more active. So it 1s give and 
take. 

BP: Do you and Alex ever both play pedals simultaneously on stage? 

GL: Sometimes when we just want a ridicul~us amount of bottom end . That 
bottom end from pedals really sounds great in certain halls, it 
really fills and gives you a lot of pant flap, as we call it. It 
shakes your pants . Moves a lot of air in the low range, and sometimes 
it 1 s that sheer bottom p'ower that we 1 re going after. But Alex has 
been a lot busier on the last tour. He 1s gotten responsibility off my 
shoulders by playing a lot more keyboards and foot pedal parts to 
enable me to play more bass. 

BP: It 1s really interesting the way you 111 combine the pedals, keyboards 
and your bass together. Can you remember using all three on one song? 

GL: Probably "0pen Secrets" and "Force Ten" are examples of using all 
those kind of things. In "0pen Secrets" I go back and forth from 
playing bass to pedals with sequencers going . In "Force Ten" there 1s 
a good use of bass chord playing back and forth with different kinds 
of bass sequencing. The third chorus of "Force Ten" is one of my 
favourite bass sequence parts on the record. I use pedals in most 
songs that we do. Often you 111 hear bass pedals on the choruses. On a 
song like "Lock And Key" foe example, instead of using pedals, 11m 
using MIDI to help me play the lower end of the piano part - . 
triggering piano plus synth bass to sustain bottom 'end. when we play 
a song like "Red Sector A" live, MIDI enables me to use the bass 
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arpeggiator part, and send it to more than one instrument. Then I can 
get a really nice bass sound triggered by the arpeggiator that keeps 
the bottom end rolling and feeling good. That song sounds better like 
that, it even did on record, just because technology has allowed me 
to get better sounds. That's another reason for this up-and-coming 
live album. I think some of the versions that we'll put on this live 
album are better than the original versions. 

BP: Has singing and playing at the same time ever been a problem for you? 

GL: Oh sure. It's not the easiest thing in the world to do. You have to 
put a lot of hours into practice. As a matter of fact, on this tour I 
had a major problem with "Turn The Page". It's a very busy bass part, 
and the vocal part doesn't really relate to it very much. Eventually 
I got it, but it took a lot of practice. You have to split yourself, 
as they say. Split your hands. Split yourself in two really, and let 
your hands do something, and let your voice do the other. 

BP: When your in the studio, do you use click tracks? Or do you like to 
play in real time? 

GL: Well, Neil almost always plays to a click in the studio. He prefers 
it. He doesn't look at it like an enemy, like a lot of drummers do. · 
He looks at it like it's only helping me, because it's one less thing 
he has to think about. So if a click is counting the time for him in 
his headphones, then he has the freedom to concentrate on everything 
else. It's also helped him become a much steadier drummer playing 
live. But for myself, if Neil's listening to the click, I just have 
to listen to him. I find it a little irritating, having a click in my 
headphones. But if it's important during a song, I will definitely 
listen to the click. But that's what drummers are for. Give the click 
to the drummer and then just give the drummer to me. (Laughs). 

BP: What instrument do you compose on when you write for the band? 

GL: Well, I used to write on guitar a lot, and bass, but now I write on 
keyboards and bass. I do like writing on bass from time to, time, 
because I find that I'm a little more aggressive when I'm writing on 
that instrument. "Force Ten" was written on bass and parts of "Turn 
The Page", "Grand Designs" was written with Alex, him on guitar and 
me on bass. Where as "Lock And Key" was written on keyboard. "Second 
Nature" was written on keyboard. "Open secrets" was written on 
keyboard. Actually "Open Secrets" was written on both. 

BP: Have you started writing on computer yet? 

GL: Yeah, I got my Mac. 

BP: Do you think the computer software helps songwriters write better 
songs? 

GL: I don't think it's a matter of being better. I think it's just a 
handy tool. It's the same old thing. You can put a Mac in the hands 
of five people, and not everyone's going to write a good song. Or 
take the Mac away and give five people a keyboard and not everybody's 
going to write a good song. If you have musical ability you can write 
on whatever you're given. And if you don't, it doesn't matter how 
easy they make it for, you're not going to be able to write anything 
that's any good. I think it's harder on the listener if anything, 
because it's harder to tell the real thing from the pretenders these 
days, because it's a little easier to pretend with the technology. 
But I think in the long run it's clear. 
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BP: The cream rises? 

GL: I think so. You can bluff a song, but not for very long. In the end 
you can't make a career of it. a lot of people can hav~ one great hit 
record, but it's very hard to bluff a career. 

Geddy's stage Gear 

Geddy plays a Wal bass with a telex wireless. The signal goes from the 
telex to a Boss GE-7B EQ switch, which Geddy's bass tech, Skip Gilder
sleeve, punches on to boost the signal for fast runs up the neck. 

From there the signal goes through a Furman pre-amp to one channel of 
an API SSO (EQ) unit, then to a custom switching box that routes which
ever pre-amp and EQ will go to the two BGW 750 power amps. The signal 
from the BGW's goes to a miked Teil cabinet, and a Ampeg V4B. 

Geddy has two sets of Korg pedals, one set is positioned out front just 
just about centre-stage. From that point runs 65 feet of MIDI cable. 

Geddy's keyboard setup includes a Prophet VS2 synthesiser, a Yamaha KX76 
MIDI controller, a PPG Wave 2:3 synthesiser, a Roland D50 synthesiser, 
another set of Korg pedals underneath his KX76, and his Moog pedals are 
underneath the PPG/D500 combo. 

Because of the extreme length of the MIDI cables a MIDI buffer runs 
between Geddy's Korg pedals out front and the rest of his setup. There 
are two MIDI patch bays which route MIDI program changes to any 
instrument as needed, via MIDI patch bays and multi-cables. 

Everything else regarding the synth setup is controlled in a hidden 
location behind Geddy's amps at stage-left. There Tony Geranios 
manipulates Geddy's two racks which consist of the following: 

Rack 1 contains a Furman PL8+ Power Conditioner with a lighting source 
which conditions the power coming in and prevents any AC spikes from 
damaging the digital equipment; below that are the two mappers which 
take any type of incoming MIDI information and change it to any type of 
output MIDI information as needed. 

The J.L . Cooper is a MIDI patch matrix. On that he uses 13 masters, and 
17 slaves. The J.L. Cooper box allows him to patch any combination of 
synths and samplers needed for a particular song. The hightech box is a 
master input for all the MIDI. This allows Tony to go between the two 
JLC boxes, in case of any problems (such as one of the main JLC boxes 
going down). Underneath the high-tech box, is the Akai S900 sampler No.1 
the A/B mapper backup box, the Akai 5900 sampler No.2, the Akai 5900 
sampler No.3, and then the Roland D550 digital synthesiser 

Rack 2 consists of another Furman PL8+ on top, with two more mappers 
underneath. Beneath that are two custom designed J5 broadcast-quality 
mixers. Beneath the J5 mixers are the Akai S900 samplers No's 4,5,6 and 
7. Sampler No.7 is primarily used as a backup sampler. At the bottom of 
the rack is another Roland D550 synthesiser, which also can be used as a 
backup. 

Along with the racks is a keyboard stand setup comprised of one Roland 
D50 synthesiser (which serves as backup for both rack-mounted D550's); 
and below that are two Yamaha QX1 sequencers. Both sequencers contain 
identical programs that are triggered simultaniously from a remote 
location. In case of malfunction either sequencer can take over the 
others part via the 1620 JLC programming box - A Yamaha MFC1 MIDI foot 
controller is used for further mapper program changes. 
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Dear Ed, 
I recently have just been made aware of your fanzine for Rush, and I think 

it's great!. I'm from Toronto Canada and I enjoy reading the European view points. 
Now it is true that I live in their hometown, (in fact Alex lives about ten minutes 
from me), but there really isn't anything like your fanzine here. The one advantage 
of living here though, besides bumping into Geddy all the time at the Toronto alue Jay s 
baseball game, is that we're pretty much guaranteed that they will play live here in 
Toronto on every tour, and at least two nights. 

The one mood that I keep coming across when I meet Rush fans from the U.K. is resent
ment. You all resent the fact that Rush didn't come to play for you the 'Grace Under 
Pressure' tour, or the 'Power Windows' tour. I can't say I know what that feels like, 
but I'm glad you all had the opportunity to see the 'Hold Your Fire' tour. - You may 
think that seeing Rush perform live here in their hometown would be Rush's favourit e 
place to play, and that the show itself is much better than anywhere else, I'm sorry to 
say this is not true. The band actually feels very uncomfortable performing here, bec
ause the familiar eyes of family and friends in the audience are now watching them. This 
would make anyone f ee l a little nervous, wouldn't you say? 

Also, you might think that. the act.ual releases of 7"s, 12"s, CD singles etc. would be 
a lot more elaborate than anywhere else, because Anthem Records holds it's homebase here 
in Toronto - wrong again!, you fans in the U.K. don't realise how lucky y ou are, for 
example: On the last studio album 'Hold Your Fire', your country released two main sin
gles , 'Time Stand Still' and 'Prime Mover'. Within those releases were a total of 4 dif
ferent 7"s and 4 different 12"s and 2 different CD s ingles. That also includes a picture 
di sc of 'Time Stand Still', and a white vinyl of 'Prime Mover'. Here in Canada we r ec
eived one standard paper sleeve 7" of 'Time Stand Still'. That's it!, I have to go to 
special import record s hops just to buy what you guys got - so your luckier than you 
think... ' . 

BRANDON KLAYMAN, ( TORONTO ) 

Dear Ed, 
I've just read the words "One of the most innovative bands in town". As yo u 

will know these are the last words printed in Spirit No 8. I am so really ple8sed that 
you sent me the first 8 magazines, and I must say it is an excellent publication. Th e 
presentation, articles included, letters, .auctions, everything has got better and better 
honest ly - what can I say? Neil could probably express my ex ulation much more fully, but 
you get the idea. 

Well, there's so much I could agree/ di sagr ee with, but where am I to start? I'm not 
out to make enemies, so I'll try to agree with someone, yes him - Gr aham Baines from 
Lancs, (issue 8) You r idee is excellent; my vote goes your way. How about letting him 
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teach us some guitar s tuff, Mick?l I'm a player myself, and would love to know how to 
play some Rush material. 

I'd also like to comment on the interviews in No 8. They're the best yet: no bitter 
arg ueme nts, and a real insight into the band's pleasant, and more accurate I'm sure, 
characters. Alex is just s o comical, he' s a guitar wizard, a great cook, and a great 
comic too. Thi s from a humourless, insensitive, robotic band! I await Neil's next inter
view ( 1981 ) - his intelligence and insight into the band's work is beyond .•.... 

The technical detail expressed in the Howar d Ungerleider interview was most intriguing 
I like to know what helps make an even greater Rush show. Most informative and not lit
tered wit h uncomprehendable techno jargon. - The reviews of the video were interesting 
to say the l east . As a very new fan I was unaware of the full set, and that Neil's 
so lo ( a superb piece, a musical entity, complex, compleat) is twice as long as the ver
sion 'A Show ... ' I'v e got so much more to learn - it makes it all the more exciting. 
Well done to Neal Beatty for a full, yet interesting review - great stuff!. 

Oh, ( sudden thought) fhe cover for No 8 i s superb, an excellent idea, bringing memor
ies of albums/videos past and present. Cheers for now ... 

SHANE COUNTER, (DEVON) 

Dear Ed, 
I was looking through 'Spirit No 7', and I read that letter from Mark Greaves 

about getting the signed concert stufF after he missed a performance due to leukaemia 
treatment. I thought you might like to hear a story of mine, about after I saw Rush at 
the NEC last May. I was overwhelmed by the brilliance of their show~ and felt that I 
had to l et the band know my feelings , 

I didn't know any of their personal addresses or the record/management company's add
resses, so the only thing I could think of was to send the letter c/o the Wembley Arena 
wher e I knew they would be playing the next few days. - Well, I would have thought my
self lucky iF they had even got the letter, but you can imagine my surprise when a few 
month s later I got a 'Hold Your Fire' tour postcard from Neil Peart, thanking me for my 
letter, and commenting on the s ucc ess of the Birmingham shows they had pl aye d. 

It had been sent from Canada, so c learly they must have taken the letter home with 
them to do a reply. It could so eas ily have been read and thrown away. - That gesture 
has said more abo ut the nature of Neil Peart as a man than anything you could read in an 
interview or article - I was just delighted ... 

ROBERT PARKINSON, (S TOCKPORT) 

Dear Ed, 
I have just recently started getting S.O.R. and I'm very impressed, the mag 

make s great reading, hopefully S.O.R. will continue for years to come. 

In response to the l e tter from Jakey, Dumfries, which appeared in the mag issue No 8, 
with regard s to the backs tage club. Like Jakey I too have been holding off joining the 
club to see if a U.K. /Europ~8n br anch would be set up. Therefore I totally agree with 
J8! : ' ~ Y cbo ut the beckst s gc cl u~. I 'm sure 'there's a ' call for it, so it's bound to be a 



success. As for the idea of conventions, I think it's a brilliant idea, if there was a 
U.K. branch of the Backstage Club they could perhaps organise an official convention, 
probably once a year, as it would take a lot of organising, but it would be worth it 
for the event of the year. 

Finally what do you think of a regular penpal page? 

(WHAT DO YOU THINK OF MARGARET'S IDEA) 

Keep up the great work that you and all the team do, we Rush fans appreciate it ... 

MARGARET LEISHMAN, ( STIRLINGSHIRE ) 



Dear Ed, 
Perhaps I could respond to a few things brought up in the last issue, or 

should I say present one. Firstly the points raised by Graham Baines. I t hink it would 
be a great idea to ' tab out' a Rush song each issue. There are several music books 
available in s hops already, of which I have some, but few of them use 'tab' and most
ly only show the melody line, and as for the solos, if there s hown at all, they're in 
standard musical notation. Steve Vai maybe able to translate standard stuff into true 
feel on a fret board, but I'm buggered if I can ! well there is some help as several 
Rush solos and the Canadian Guitar Summit solo have been expertly gone through in 
Guitar Player. If Graham can tab out the guitar solo to 'K id Gloves' for God sake 
give the man an additional issue all to himself ... (I can only figure out a few bits 
of the harmonic stuff). Further if it is possible to do a pull-out readers could build 
a library of Rush stuff. Oh one warning Ed, if this went ahead I bet you'll find half 
the post bag full of arguements over what note/chord is correct etc ... 

Oh well, it's still a good idea, and I'm s ure it would be popular. I'm just waiting 
for someone to suggest a transcription of Peart's drumming! - The second point is in 
relation to Jakey's letter concerning t he Backstage Club only havi ng an American sec
tion. I wrote a letter to t he said club concerning this but never got any response. So 
next I wrote to Bill Banasiewicz hoping he could help. Well it would seem from his 
response (on Le Studio paper) that he didn't know either . I asked him if possible to 
enquire with the band especially as they always take an interest in all matters conR~ 
ected to Rush, (or so they say). Well who knows if he did before replying; I doubt it! 

Well a~ I'm s ur e we'd all be willing to join a U.K. spinoff perhaps we (Spirit read
ers) should collectively put some pressure on Rush's new record label. How about a 
petition of some for m, or exessive l etter writing? you can't just file a thousand or 
so letters; I think this is something we can certainly do something about, at least 
it would stop folk moaning that the U.K are always left out. Perhaps we s hould see wh
at sort of support such a move would have from other readers - I wouldn't say no to 
running the c lub , I think any true Rush fan would consider it a great honour - the U.K 
rep for Rush ... 

Oh, just a small piece of Rush trivia, on page 82 of Bill Banasiewicz's book, there 
is a photo of a ticket stub from one of the few Japanese concerts Rush have done, well 
with Bil l' s letter he sent me the said stub. Well to me it's worth quite a bit , it's 
certainly a Rush momento that ' s totally unique' - Anyhow Jakey's second point is also 
valid and I'd certainly give my support to any collective 'moves' perhaps the secret 
to putting one and two points into action would be to hold point 3 a convention. How 
about holding a get together at Christmas time, I 'm sure those who could make it would 
perhaps if you hold such a meeting we could discuss establishing an official U.K fan 
club. I 'd certainly enjoy meeting other Rush fans, as they're a bit thin on the ground 
in r ural Dorset' How about holding the first convention in London. Hey I might get to 
meet the, I mean THE Mick Burnett and Neil Elliott - what more can one ask. 

Oh well, I guess it ' s time to go. Keep up the good work and here ' s looking forward 
to a new album and with some organised persuasion a guaranteed U.K. tour ... 

TIM NICKOLS, (DORSET) 

Dear Ed, 
I received my eight editions of ' Spirit ' and have lost loads of sleep, be

cause I couldn 't put em down once I started em (yawn ). Why (I ask Myself) didn't I 
hear of it earlier? must be because I live out in the styx (sticks-Geddit?) ha, no, 
oh well. Out here in the rose of shires I live in a town (popUlation abo ut 8,000) with 
a long name, and cos there's very few Rush fans out here I decided to try and recruit 
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a few more, so I loaned out s ome of my copies of the mag, and now th ey won't give me 
them back (charming) - looks l ike we'll hav e to send the boys around (i n record for m 
of course) 

Maybe they'll listen to some tracks, find s omething they like and go out and buy 
them themselves. Right I'm gonna push off now , keep up the good work you guys and 
gals ... 

ROBIN, ( IRTHLINGBOROUGH ) 

ps: Told you it was a long name - oh yes loved the Rush albums, but me favourites 
the next one - alright me ducks? GR EA T ..... 

************************************************************************************* 

There ar e 33 Rus h r elated words In the grid below. How man y can 
yuu : Hid :' 

Z E L L I T T A 5 D L 5 X Y P G 5 K I P T 5 
W D T 0 B C D L I 0 P W Q U J E E D R E U I 
W A Z X 5 C H E T A N J K . R R S 0 D X Q y J . 
L I P V 5 I 5 X A T U E W U T X I 0 D 0 P K 
R E K L 0 N N V K Y F Y T 5 J L I E N Y K T 
A G H M U K R G H L Q c K H 0 M N R D S A W 
5 0 L N V E C D I H I J L E D R U H S F E Q 
Q G H R E W S G Y T G E E Q S E E R T E H T 
L 0 S E V 0 L G D I K S N F J L K X U L 1" w 
P A D J K N N ~1 S H T N A Z 0 B C N L S B E 
E T B L P I X A N A D U A T 0 R L C Z P R Q 
R Y I 0 V T Z L B A 5 T I L L E D A Y 0 P 0 
M L G · 0 D Itl 0 N 5 E H T D N A R 0 T Y B S Q 
A Z M T I G N I S 0 L I L 0 Q U Y 0 P E M Z 
N B 0 C H T 0 Q R S N N G y E T K W E S Z R 
E D N L X N 5 M 0 T I T J H G I A L L T U W 
N L E R 0 W M V H S L H R P W Y P R S I R T 
T S Y D E 5 T E Z N 5 E G J T A A R B C C T 
\1 0 T A B E E R P 0 N M S R A E T R I A H H 
A L N Y D N F J E K V 0 Y Z L V 0 E X N E E 
V I U L D F U 0 Z T L 0 G A N L I 0 R R 11 W 
E P H 5 N E W It! 0 R L D M A N S V D P W E E 
S T H E N E C R 0 M A N C E R N M I W N Z A 
N M C 5 P V L T X 0 S W 0 D N I W R E W 0 P 
(' G T 0 N 0 H T A R A M U H I J T X A N A 0 u 

I Z I S U T Z 0 U Z N W 0 D T N U 0 C C T N 
S A W S A E H L G H f( Q U 5 P U A X T L P B 
L R S H M 0 V I N G P I C T U R E S R B P W 
A B C 0 T X A E F N L M E H T N A T R 0 N N 
T T 0 V Z V 0 T U R R X N 0 I S S I M T R 0 
I X L I B 0 L L I W E E R F M 5 0 V A T R E 
V Z R P 0 U E J V T R T S I M [ H C Y 0 u 
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BY GRAHAM HICKS 

Rush makes rock and roll look so magnificent. 

°t/CL' "--'" L7°t/C -, --' 

With a barrage of speakers, an array of instruments, and visual effects 
second to none, percussionist Neil Peart, bass-guitarist-singer Geddy Lee, 
and Alex Lifeson are putting on a two hour show of magnificent proportions. 

with Peart's epic poems span galaxies, and infuse the Universe with 
mythological creatures, gods, and tales of honesty and integrity in world's 
gone rank without balance of heart and mind. 

As the dry ice clouds rolled off the stage at a recent concert in Edmonton 
and thunderbolts flashed across a movie screen, a sudden crowd of headless 
horsemen, riding mythological serpents strode across the stage. 

I blinked my eyes. 

They disappeared, innocent illusions in my own mind: Fashioned by the 
collage of sound and fury that is Rush. 

Peart would be pleased. As the writer of the power trio, he delights in 
fantasy. 

Off-stage, it's hard to imagine this tall, spidery fellow, with a bowl cut 
hair-do across the front and flowing behind, is the same Faustian creature 
that 10 minutes before lurked in a lair of percussive instruments. 

"Fantasy," Peart says, ~."hile gracefully sipping white wine from a f ine
stemmed glass, "has a big advantage in lyric writing. 

"It's a way to put a message across without being oppresive." 

Peart is not one to rest on his laurels. He keeps throwing larger and 
larger challenges into his own writing ability. First carne the search in 
'Caress of Steel' in Fountain . of Lamneth. 

Then he tackled an entire concept album in '2112', a future vision of an 
individual rising against a religious tyranny, fashioned on author Ayn Rand's 
book, Anthem. 

For 'Fa rewell to Kings', a new phase for the band, Peart carne up with 
Cygnus X-l, a spaceship delving into one of infamous Black Holes of outer 
space 

He left that song hanging, in true adventure style - "hanging over my head" 
he now admits. "To finish the tale of Cygnus X-l, book II, took me hours of 
tearing my hair out. 

"I hadn't even begun to write it until three weeks before we went back to 
Wales (to record Rush's latest album, Hemispheres, at Rockfield studios). It 
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was only half written when we went into the studio. It came half close to 
killing me!" 

His own imagination didn't fail. Hemispheres takes a few time leaps back 
and forth in history, to emerge through the "timeless space" to the city of 
immortals, where the warring symbolic Gods of Apollo (mind) and Dionysus 
(heart) are resolved, the splintered hemispheres bought together by Cygnus, 
the God of balance. 

Peart doesn't know what will come out in the way of stories for the band's 
next album. "I can never predict what will come out," he says. "It usually 
is panoramic. I tend to dismiss every idea until I find one that's suitable. 

The road, the constant touring that is part of the Rush package, brings a 
barrage of ideas to Peart. "It's all input, everything. Books, people. 
Usually a whole pile of little things start to bug me. Then I find the thing 
that strings the ideas together." . 

Though the writing is a labour of frustration, love and pain, Peart someday 
would like to take a stab at writing a science-fiction novel. Geddy Lee has a 
fascination with film, and would like to involve himself in that aspect of 
entertainment. 

These ideas are many years off in the future. Because Rush occupies every 
single minute of its members' waking lives. 

"Our days are so busy," Peart says. "So many decisions have to be made. To 
put together songs, we have to take time out from touring, find a place to 
rehearse, set up our gear. It's complicated." 

No kidding. To record Hemispheres, Rush had the Rockfield Studio around 
the clock for two and a half months. Farewell to Kings took five weeks. 2112 
took a month. 

"After we finished Hemispheres, we were drained," Peart says. "Totally worn 
out, lower than we'd ever been. We all took six weeks vacation. We had to, 
for survival." 

The energy put into Hemispheres has reaped dividends. Hemis~heres has shot 
up the bes~-selling album charts in sky-rocket fashion. 

Neil sips from his glass, and looks thoughtfully into the crystal. "It's 
an absolute fallacy that you can relax at this stage of the game. You know 
how managers and record companies are." (He drops his voice into a heavy 
Brooklyn Mafia typ~ accent.) "Jest do what we tell ya fer now. Later on when 
yer established, you's can do what's you'd want's.~ 

He shakes his head and chuckles. "I'm so glad we never listened to that 
nonsense. Look at how many bands want to do something worthwhile and progress 

But how many do?" 

Here Peart has touched on the heartstone of the Rush success story. This 
group practically has a secret pact, sworn in blood among the three members, 
never to compromise their own values and desires. 

"Once you give up, do what they want you to, you're gone," Peart says. 
"Once you say goodbye to yourself, your values, standards and tastes - we 
just didn't give in." 

For Rush, the crisis came when they were readying to record 2112. 

The record company was very nervous about the album. Peart recalls. "As 
soon as we started talking about it, the response was totally negative. 
Nobody wants a concept album, we were told. It was depressing, really 
depressing." 
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"That was our choice right there. Either to give up, not make waves, or to 
follow through with our own ideas . Actually we thought 2112 wouldn't be that 
successful. We were quite prepared to see the band go further down the tubes! 
We thought people would love Caress of Steel. They didn't. we expected them 
to dislike 2112, but they loved it." 

"We gave up after that," he laughs. "We've decided to do just whatever 
moves us." 

The touring will always continue, Peart says. Rush tour continually, 
playing non-stop in Canada and the United States. 

"Touring makes us play better." He says. "We're all very reluctant to take 
it easy. It pays off when we go into the studio, with practical results . When 
you can see results, you hate to stop doing whatever makes things tick . " 

"Besides, we really enjoy performing. We don't want to let ourselves down." 

Holding true to themselves, is one secret of Rush. The other is their 
dedication to their own professionalism - a dedication too often missing from 
other rock bands. 

"We embarrass ourselves if we give a poor show," Neil says. "In a sense 
it's very selfish, for ourselves we want to play well. If I do three sloppy 
things in a show, I don't consider I've done well. A couple of nights ago I 
played rough in places . The audience couldn't hear it. Even the others in the 
band didn't pick it up . But I felt terrible. Because I like to be really, 
really good." 

And with that, Peart sits back, finishes his wine, and flashes a bright, 
bright smile. 

(From Music Express - Canadian music paper, December 1978) 
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OK, so ~:-lan0S up anyone "ho can name the only Rush albl]m ever to finish in the 
UK's yearly top 50 best sellers list ... 

I ,,[ould imagine most of you are wrong wi th the ecuca ted g'J.ess of "Moving Pictures " , 
the band's top selling LP I having cleared the three million marlc 'i'1Or1 011 ide . 

The anS'iver is infact "Permanent Waves ", 'i.ihich finished at the mincboggling 
position of nUI7lber 48 in the chart round-up of 1980. Factors in its favour 
'i'lere of course the single success of "Spirit Of Racio" , and the fact that it 'vaS 
released so early in the year. Almost at the turn of the year infact. 

Over all record sales in 1980 ,',ere lo\ver than the beorn year of 1981, and just 
for the (ahem) recore, the best selling LP of the year \<Tas The Police ' s 
"Zenyatta Honcatta " (on the bac~~ of 1980 ' s ~)est selling single "Don ' t Stane So 
Close Tol1e"). Both The Police ' s ~Jr2vious albums, "Reggatta De Blanc" and 
"Outlane_os D' Amour " a l so finished in the top 20 for the year. 
Highest rankec rock albums of 1980 ",ere Genesis ' brill i ant "Duke" (8) anc. t.he 
somewhat eocgy Status QUo compilation "1 2 Gold Bars" (14). 

Staying i,it:, albums ano charts ane so on , did you lmov that each of the last ten 
Rush albums has ma(.~e the UK LP charts ? But ~Jhat "ere their respect i ve h i ghest 
placings? I daresay the majority of you would )mOH roughly, if not ~xactly, the 
pealdng positions for each. But \'Jhat vTaS the number one Is? in the chart at that 
time - that ' 11 get you thinJ<:ing ! Ne:xt issue I I 11 nmdolv"TI the chart, pos i Hons 
of each Rush album from "A Far-evell To Kings " t,hrough to "A ShOl'l Of Hands " I v!i th 
the name of the top album of the period too. In the meantime put your thinking 
caps on .... 

Final ly some non-chart trivia and a real quickie quiz. In less time than i t takes 
Al ex to spell his real surname / name the longest anc shortest trac1cs recorced by 
Rush. Discount all complete-side (21 12/Hemispheres/Lamneth) tracks. 

Got them? Not exact ly difficult , especially if you ' ve been reacing through 
the record labels li1ce I have. The Longest is of course the mammoth "Xanac,u ", 
clocl<:ing in at 11 minutes and 6 seconds, closely follOived by "7.'1e Camera Eye " 
at 10:56. The Shortest tracl<: by a serious w"inning margin of 19 seconds is 
the legendarily miniscule "]\!eed Some Love " at 2: 16 r beating off "Macrigal". 
Both tr2.cl-cs are non-Neil Peart vlri tten you 'll notice. As Barry Norman "joule say r 
"And why not .... ? " 

Rush to headline 
next Donington? 

/" '7 , 

More nonsensical trivia 
for l ess serious Rush 
fans next i ssue . 
If you 've got something 

(for nothing ) I can use, 
s ene it in ! 
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'WE HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A MINI-ORCHESTRA' 
An interview with Geddy Lee (Rush). 

Many of you may have wondered during the show of Rush In Ahoy' in May this year how someone like Geddy Lee would have felt at the 
end of a. I think exhausted is the right word. He doesn't really look like as you expect. People on stage or television are often 
bigger than lHe aself, but Lee is the exception on this rule. He is not small, nor lank, he is mainly tired. As the notable 
tourmanager of the band gui des him just one quarter after the endi ng of the event to the dressi ngroom where the i ntervi ew will take 
place, a gave me quae a turn when someone stumbled accross the doorstep, bended like an little old man. Who say$ that pop
musicians lead an easy 1He? 
Geddy Lee is all dressed up in black, wah an imposing shock of hair, tied up on the back of his head to a no less imposing tal1 of 
hair. He wears a pair of glasses wah a frame ,Perfect Sight 1962, a well known black frame wah a metal edge. From the tired face, 
a pair of beady eyes stare to me from behind his spectacles. Just like his colleagues Alex LHeson (guaar) and Nel1 Peart (drums), 
Geddy Lee is an extraordi nary fri end1y, very gent1 e person. He expresses himself not in hackneyed phrases, not an i nde 1i cate word 
passes his lips and he expresses himself wah well considered understatements. 
Immediate cause of this conversation is the new live-a lbum of the band. Just released this autumn, but. the fans waaed since the 
concert a half year for sure. Why has everything taken so long? 

GL: We recorded some of the 
material at the Power 
Windows-tour and we thougth 
we di dn' t have enough for a 
1i ve-a 1 bum and we have 
waaed t111 the release of 
this album (Hold Your Fire, 
WE) to record more shows . . 
All ina 11 we recorded 23 
shows of the 1 ast two tours. 
It wll1 be a hell of a job to 
make a selection of the 
songs . 

WE: So a won't be a sing1e-
concert recording just like 
the previ ous two 1i ve-a 1 bums. 

GL: No, there will be several 
tours and dHferent cai es. 

enter the stage, you feel 
WE: Can you notice any another atmosphere in the 
dHference at all between one ha 11. I n North Ameri ca it 
cay and another from stage? seems there is always a row 

somewhere in the hall. Here 
GL: I think so, a is no in Europe they react only to 
general assumption, but in certain things, at least with 
every cay, especially in us, and when they don't 
Europe, you got a slightly react, they 1i sten. 
dHferent audi ence. In 
America, caies seem to flow WE: Your albums are in a 
over to each other. But even certai n sense Hi gh Tech . You 
there , there is di fference use your aval1ab1e equipement 
when you travel from one ultimately. Undoubtedly that 
coast to another. But all in wi1i give certain compromises 
a 11 the audi ence in North when you go on tour. 
America is slightly the same. 
When you play here, the GL: On stage we are extremely 
audi ence feel different active (laughs) to -perform 
immedia tely. Even when you our music in the right way, 
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because of as you just told, 
the High Tech quality of our 
recordi ngs and the complex 
... eh .. . texture of 
synthesizers and guaars of 
the 1 ast years. We have to 
use a lot of di fferent 
sequencers and samp1i ng 
equi pement and synthesi zers 
to reproduce everythi ng on 
stage, that is very comp1ica-
ted. We have a complete 
mi di -centre behi nd the stage, 
that is be; ng provi ded 
permanently wi th di skettes 
and other setti ngs duri ng the 
show so Alex and I can 
control them from stage. One 
person is permanently busy 
wah the ri ght sett i ngs so we 



call the right sound at the 
right moment. It is a sort of 
choreography to balance it 
all. 

WE: Besides that, you have to 
concentrate yourself on 
vocals, bass, and keyboards. 
That seems to be tough to me, 

GL: Eh ... yeah. (laughs) 

WE: Wou1 dn' t you prefer to 
concentrate on one thi ng at a 
time7 

GL: Yes, I prefer that 
sometimes, but taking it all 
together, it makes my task 
challenging, night after 
night after night. Sure, 
there are moments that I'd 
love to close my eyes and 
play nothing but bass -
guitar, and there are moments 
that I would tear myself away 
from the keyboards-racks to 
get released of that prl soned 
feeling. I have always 
enjoyed playing bass-guitar 
and singing simultanious1y, 
but it is the responsibility 
that I have, to play all the 
keyboard rifs which are 
sometimes tough to perform. 

WE: It is of course rather 
clear to take someone else 
extra. 

GL: (Sigh) I know, but ... If 
we have come along this far 
without someone extra, it 
doesn't make sense to do it 
now anyway. If we could have 
done what we have done so far 
wi th the three of us . .. 
somebody e1 se on stage i s so 
... weird (laughs apologe
tic). Maybe we should put in 
more fee li ng in futur·e songs 
to get the whole thing more 
balanced. 

WE: Another possi bil ity is to 
take advantage of the 
technology of the future. You 
were after all one of the 
first users of MIDI (an 
industrial standard where 
differen t i nstruments co-
ordi nate each other, WE) . 

GL: Yes, certainly. I am the 
king of MIDI. I have so much 
MIDI, you can 't belie~e it. I 
have, like I just said, a 
complete MIDI-station behind 
stage. The four keyboards I 
use are in fact MIDI
contro1ers. To give you an 
example: I have six Akai S-
900 samplers, three 05-
50' s, two OX -?' s, two Prophet 
VS' s, two QX-l sequencers ... 
etc, etc. And everyth i ng is 
connected to a gigantic MIDI -

station, and every song has a 
dHferent setting which 
changes everything on stage. 
To secure everything against 
errors and fail ures we hav·e 
another identical HIDI 
station and a switch-board 
which is made especially for 
us wh i ch we can use to switch 
from one station to another 
when somethi ng mi ght go 
wrong, without a drop out. 
And it is working perfectly. 
The system is very complex, 
but we have thought about it 
in advance and it is working 
- knock on wood - very well 
this tour. 

WE: 00 you use tapes 7 

GL: Eh ... no. There are a 
few moments during the show, 
where we use film, and the 
music is on the sound-track 
of the film. But there are 
moments we are not really on 
stage. We have tri ed to 
samp 1 e, sequence, or tri gger 
all the other stuff oursel
ves. We use one tape, with 
the intro of Distant Early 
Warni ng, the wooshi ng-sound, 
that's on tape. 

WE: The beginning of 21127 

GL: That's on the sound-track 
of the film. 

WE: The singer in Time Stand 
Still 7 

GL: That's al so on film . That 
was very difficult to work 
out because Neil (Peart, WE) 
has to listen to a click
track of the film, and he 
has to stay tuned to the 
film, otherwise everything 
will fail. 

WE: Does it fail somethes? 

GL: It went wrong two times 
thi s tour, but ... If it 
fail s we stop; if there i s no 
synchronosity anymore we just 
quit . We keep eye-contact 
permanently, and everybody 
knows immedi ate ly when 
something goes wrong .. . Neil 
throws off hi s headset 
immediately. It is an 
essential part of the song, 
and if we can add that, it 
will be fi ne. We di d the song 
in the beginning of this 
tour, when the film was not 
ready , without Amy's voi ce . 
and I li ke that versi on as 
well. But this is enjoyable 
for us too. We are able to 
look behind our shoulders 
during the show. 

WE: This afternoon during the 

soundcheck I heard the 
synthesizer-tune of Red 
Sector A without somebody on 
stage. 

GL: Oh that; that's called an 
arpeggiator. It is a part of 
a Prophet and the advantage 
is that it plays endless in 
the same key till you touch 
another one; so that is very 
use full to that song. 

WE: Wou1 dn' t you be better 
off with more advanceod 
keyboards 1i ke the E-Mu1 ator 
or the Fairlight? 

GL: I have played the E
Mulator last year but I 
prefer the Akai' s. They are 
more reliable and do actually 
the same. The only other way 
to do it, is to use a 
computer. That's what we do 
in the studio; there I use a 
Mac (Apple Mackintosh, WE) 
with music-software. But I 
am not very fond of switch; ng 
on a machine and play with 
it. I prefer to control them 
seperate 1y, because then we 
are more involved witt. the 
Show. Even if you playa 
sequencer or a sampler, you 
are still doi ng the show. You 
must be there on the right 
moment, you must gi ve the 
connected to us. It is 
di fferent to connect a box 
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and play. We have discussed 
thi smatter, but it gi ves no 
garantee, it the computer 
fails, the song is ruined. I 
prefer to rely on several 
small ones than a single big 
one. 

WE: Your show is to say the 
least impressive; a kind of 
total theatre, pushing the 
rockshow to the limit. 

GL: I think that is true, to 
a certai n extent. We are 
1imi ted to our freedom on 
stage because we have to stay 
with our instruments. I 
thi nk you ought to provi de 
the audience with more visual 
sights instead of three guys 
standing there like sa1tbags. 
I enjoy to work on ideas for 
the film, and the screen, and 
it adds a lot of ambi ence to 
the show. And Howard 
(Unger1eider, WE) takes care 
of the 1i ghts and the 1 asers. 
It brings the space closer to 
the stage, you try to extent 
the show to the audi ence. 

WE: Howard is brilli ant. He 
has to feel the music just 
the way you do. 

GL: Correct. He is just a 
musician too. He let himself 
go into the music. I like 
that, also for the audience. 



You sit there and watch, and 
suddenly the space Is 
captured by a cave of laser
beams. It gives the whole a 
magic touch. 

WE: All this equlpement must 
have cost a fortune. 

GL: Yes, Indeed (laughs loud 
for the first time). 

WE: Accardi ng certal n people 
it Is Impossible to finance a 
tour wi thout a sponser. 

GL: It Is not Impossible. It 
1 s whether you want to get 
your name linked to a main 
sponsor, and we have always 
been sceptic about that. I 
feel good with that point, 
now we represent ourselves at 
least . We don't sell any 
product from stage; nothing 
else but ourselves anyway. 
There are a lot of ways to 
make tourl ng profitabl e. 
Certainly 1f you are well 
organl zed. We try not to 
worry about this too much; we 
pay the bills and try to 
arrange that the costs pay 
back themselves. It 1 s true 
that we now gl ve 1 n some 
money. Because of our mental 
hea 1 t h we can't do that much 
touri ng anymore, and we can't 
be on tour that long. We 
start to lose our motivation, 
we feel to much pressure, and 
then we don't play that good 
anymore. So we keep our 
touring as fresh as possible; 
no more than two show ina 
row and no longer tour 1 ng 
than three weeks. If it means 
that we wi 11 visit Europe 
once 1 n fl ve years, then 
that's the prl ce we have to 
pay. At the same time 1 t 
means that 1 t' s harder to 
make money with tourl ng 
because of all these 
con cess Ions. But we have 
reached a certain level with 
our show, and we must keep It 
that way, unesteemed the 
costs. It does not mean that 
we should start something 
with a financial suicide in 

the end, but we could try at 
1 east to make tour 1 ng pay 
1 tself. 

WE: There 1 s a Rush-biography 
by Brl an Harrl gan. 

GL: Eh ... yeah. That one Is 
a lHtle b1t ... incomplete. 
It Is not authorized, let me 
say 1 t that way. 

WE: Accordl ng to hi s story 
you were 1 n debt for a 
milli on before you started 
the Pennanent Waves tour 
because of the money you had 
to 1 nvest 1 n equl pement. 

GL: I can't remember that. 
Ouri ng our career, we have 
been In debt several times, 
but as 1 ate as Pennanent 
Waves •.• You know, at the 
beginning of a tour you are 
always In debt; also now, we 
haven't been on tour for the 
past two years, we keep our 
people on the pay-roll and 
the accounts keep on raising. 
The costs of starting off are 
usually higher than you 
lmag1 ne, so ... But at the 
time you go on tour, you 
create some 1 ncome. Nothl ng 
serious to worry about . 

WE: I would worry about a 
million. 

GL: Well, I think everything 
Is rather exaggerated In that 
book to tell you the truth. 

WE: Something completely 
d1fferent now. Can you 
remember your worst show? 

GL: My worst concert ... 
We 11, I can remember more 
than one I Once we did the 
support-act for Shanana 1 n 
Baltimore, Maryland. It was a 
terrible evening. That kind 
of typi ca 1 Shan ana-audience 
wi th bri 111 anti ne in thei r 
hal rand everythi ng. We 
entered stage, and the last 
thing they were waiting for 
was us. They totally ignored 
our kind of rock. But we all 

have those nights which we 
hope will pass by as qui ckly 
as possible. But this tour -
knock on wood - it i sn' t that 
bad. 

WE: The best concert? 

There have been moments that 
we left stage and we all felt 
we had a great night. I 
remember a show in Hannner
smith Odeon. No, not with 
Marl11lon as support-act, it 
was longer ago. The support
act was Stray-Cats or 
somethl ng 11 ke that, eh no 
... Stray. Back In '78. And 
In Madison Squire Garden a 
few years ago. Each tour you 
have one of these ni ghts. 
Thl s ni ght for 1 nstance, was 
a very good nl ght for me, 
but I don't know how the 
other guys think about it. 

WE: Many people say that 
popmusic is in a poor stage, 
and it is getting worser 
since 1978. 

GL: I am not that sure about 
the last thing you said, but 
is a very bori ng peri od. It 
looks 1 i ke everyone is 
waiti ng till somethl ng 
bursts out, although I can't 
see what it should be at this 
moment. It doesn't look like 
a creati ve peri od for 
musicians. When I am thinkin~ 
aloud, I think we experience 
a repercuss i on of the 
overproduced and computeri zed 
generation. The emphasis laid 
too much on production and 
computers, the world of 
Synclaviers and Fairlights. 
It became a game of producers 
and engi neers. And I thi nk 
that less skilful people 
made albums, wi th the 
consequence that the good 
perfonners and musicians have 
been worsted. As far as I'm 
concerned you can only find 
music with the erephasis on 
musicality and talent in 
metal -bands these days. There 
are also musicians 'who try to 
learn from jazz-music but . 
they fall a bit apart from 
the mainstream. It is not 
that bad to go through thi s 
period because somewhere the 
energy is loading and sooner 
or later something will 
happen and everyone wi 11 be 
1 nspi red agal n. I see it as a 
period of waiting. 

WE: But also a period of 
extremes; if someth i ng is 
popular nowadays besides the 
meta l-bands it is New Age 
music. 
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GL: Yes, in America we call 
that yuppie-music. Certainly, 
it is popular, but to me not 
with the young generati on. I 
don't know much about it but 
there are a lot of talented 
people working in that area. 
Musicians go either this way 
or the way of Heavy Metal. 
There is a big gap in 
between, there are barely 
symphoni c bands. Well, OK, 
there are few but thel'e are 
stl1 1 people who prefer to 
hear a more orchestrated fonn 
of rockmusic. Certainly 
people like me, who also 
like to play It. But it Is 
not very trendy. 

WE: Do you think Rush is a 
symphoni c band? 

GL: To a certain extent. We 
don't feel ashamed for our 
bombastic Impact. We always 
wanted to be a mi ni -orche
stra. Though we have always 
seen ourselves as a hard-rock 
band. And that combination of 
hard-rock and orchestrati on 
is also important for us. It 
is not in any sense a pure 
fonn of rock, but to me it is 
1 nterest i ng . 

WE: Will your Fourth Stage, 
whi ch has been reached after 
this live-album, go in that 
direction? 

GL: The Stages are purely 
colncidential, I can assure 
you . We don't plan before
hand , But I thl nk that the 
previous three al bums were 
very melodious, and were 
strong 1 y orl entated on the 
arrangements. Maybe we will 
dl sengage us a bit from that, 
a bit of rebellion. Just like 
Force Ten; that was the final 
song we wrote for t he al bum, 
and that was a sort of 
rebellion too regarding the 
structure and the dl sci pl I ne 
of the rest of the al bum. 

WE: Each Stage, your voice 
has changed. Rolling Stone 
descrl bed your voi ce I n the 
beginning as 'a crossing 
between Robert Pl ant and 
Donald Duck'. 

GL: Hahaha. What can I say, 
It Is original anyway. I 
thl nk I changed my voi ce 

. because I wanted to become an 
all round singer. My voice has 
a 1 ways been adapted to . the 
kind of music we played . 
According as our music 
changed, more subtlety, more 
melody, my voice changed 
accordingly and I am very 
happy about that. For 



Instance a song as Mission 
Is a great experience to sing 
as a perfonner, because It 
goes very deep and I can put 
a lot of emotion In It. This 
sty1 e gl ves me more space, 
and I tis at the same time 
more acceptable for people 
who don't 11 ke Donal d Duck, 
haha . 

WE: Old you take slnglng
lessons? 

GL: As a child I have sung a 
lot In school -choirs. I have 
always been a soprano. As a 
kid I had a voice llke a 
little angel. Not that It was 
very usefull to our first 
a1 bums. My sl ngl ng-teachers 
would have been horr1fled If 
they cou1 d hear the way I 
sang, hahaha. (Puts up a 
harsh voice:) In my choir he 

never sang 11 ke that, 
assure youl 

WE: Alex starts to sing along 
secretly. 

GL: He really tries to make 
the best of It. ~e never has 
done much about It but he 
always wanted to do It. He 
has a reasonable voice, but 
he has to work hard to become 
a good singer. He was really 
working hard on It, It Is 
good to see him workl ng It 
out. 

WE: Of course It Is the 
solution to work out the two
part vocals of the album on 
stage. 

GL: Yes, and 1f he sings in 
the right way, his voice 
doesn't dl ffer that much from 

mine. But singing and playing 
at the same time I s very 
tough 1f you're not used to 
It. 

WE: What wou1 d you 11 ke to do 
In the future besides Rush? 
Maybe some producl ng? 

GL: Yes, exactly, I have 
produced some albums and I 
wou1 d 11 ke to do that more 
often . 

WE: Is It true you .offered to 
produce IQ? . 

GL: That's not really true . 
got a tape from a frl end who 
releases their albums In the 
U.S. He asked me 1f I liked 
them, and I did. He asked me, 
more or 1 ess off the record, 
If I was I nterested to work 
wi th them I f the possl bill ty 

would appear. And I answered 
that I would think about that 
very seriously . But further 
than that the conversation 
didn't go. It surprises me by 
the way that you knew about 
that . But tell them t hey can 
call me, then we can discuss 
It . • 
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I, M ADD. How're you doing everybody? This week we welcome back one of my favourite 
lyricists and a member of what is possibly the very best trio in rock n 
roll today, so join us will you, as we take an indepth view through 'Power 
Windows ' with our guest Neil Peart. 

Let's get into 'The Big Money'. This is a litanny of some good, but mostly 
bad things about big money, and the power behind it. 

"r [L. Well, I tried to make a balance of both, I didn't want to take the easy 
knee jerk reaction of saying that anything that's money is bad, because it' s 
too simplistic, and of course it's just not true. Things like Live Aid is 
big money, religion is big money, politics, big money, telivision is big 
money, music is big money, art is big money, everything is really. When it 
comes down to it, and it isn't necessarily bad, it ' s like weapons really -
it's not what they are it's what people do with them. They can be nasty thi 
ngs and there is an ugly side of it that isn't necessarily bad, but it's 
tasteless at least - like the game show Mentality, the lotteries and things 
that I call "The Cinderella story on the tumble of a dice" where all of a 
sudden, through some totally random effect of a number being chosen, or be
the most stupidest on a game show y ' know win a million dollars, these things 
take all the reality out of money ... 
If you take the old fashioned thing where you learnt how to do something, 
where you worked hard at it and earned some money - that's how you get weal 
thy, that's supposed to be the American dream. So much of that gets eroded 
because people don ' t believe in it anymore, and they see it happen on that 
tumble of the dice or somebody on T.V. who's getting paid a whole lot of 
money to play the fool - that totally takes away any belief you might have 
in the worth-whileness of learning things, and of getting good at something 
so people will reward you accordingly. High finance, as I tried to point out 
in the song, is sometimes a good thing in terms of medical research, in ter 
ms of again Live Aid and all large charitable things - most of them are huge 
institutions and they achieve a lot of good, and people do get fed and hous 
ed and clothed and educated and get clean water, and these things go on and 
I know them to be; but people find it in themselves to ignore them, and the 
only ultimately negative thing I had to arrive at, the ultimate conclusion 
with money, was that it had no soul - y'know that's the last line of the 
song, and that was the bottom line of it all - because it doesn't, it does
n ' t have any conscience, it can't control it. 

) [1·1 , ADD. Let me set you up for a cheap shot about big money - give me your most sing
le example of the worst abuse of this corporate big money. Y'know Live Aid 
is a lot of money, but I wouldn't say it was big money - big money to me is 
power. 

\f l._ . Pushing people about? 

JIM : ADD. Yeah. 
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NEIL. Uh, well, personally I have a vendetta about the Catholic church, being the 
biggest foundation in the world, and pushing peop le around, and trying to 
cause, to my mind, a lot of negative things in terms of not promising birth 
control in places that really need it. So I would say that if I had to pick 
on one single abuse of size, power, wealth, land and money, then it would 
probably be the Catholic church ..• 
•.. And Evangelism too, is another one - it's a thing that I think a lot of 
people don't pay attention to, but the size and power of that is breath
taking, amd sometimes I watch it to refresh my memory of how unbelievably 
calculated and vulgar and opportunistic that mentality is: "Oh, come let us 
adore .•. ME!". It's so egocentric and narcisistic that these people set them
selves up as a personnal messenger from God and say things like that with
out any embarassment - they say things like "I am a personnal messenger, I 
am a hotline from God, and God told you all to give me your money". But the 
worst of it is, there are millions of people stupid enough to believe it and 
give them their money, and there are millions of them and you almost hate to 
come out and criticise it because there are so many of those people that, 
they are likely to come out BRd form a riot outside your door, and throw 
stones at you until you are dead. 

JIM LADD. Ok - 'Manhatten Project', did you happen to see the PBS series on Oppen
heimer? 

NEIL. Oh yes, that was part of my research. It was interesting with this song; 
just to preface it - the theme of the whole album is power , and each of the 
different songs deals with an aspect of that theme, and of course nuclear 
power being the greatest force I think in the world today, it was an area 
I couldn't ignore; but at the same time I didn't just want to do an old 
anti-nuclear song or pro-nuclear song 6r whatever; I didn't want to take it 
from an obvious point ... 



NEIL. . .. So I decided to go back and learn about the birth of it all, and how it 
began and what sort of people they were and kind of demythologize it a little 
bit. It's common I think in the world today to first of all see those scient
ists as being very kind of robotic and very careless of the effects of what 
they were doing, when in fact the opposite was true - they were very patrio
tic, and a lot of them were Eastern Europeans who were escaping from Natzism 
at the time, came to the United States and were obviously concerned about 
fighting for the preservation of the free Western world ... 
... So it was a very strange thing that came upon us, and it's so common to 
say "Ok, well we've got these things and we don't like them, so let's throw 
them away" - well that's a lovely idea, but it's a very foolish kind of phil
osophy, let's face it, no . one has trusted Russia for the last 2,000 years, 
Russia hasn't trusted anybody for 2,000 years regardless of politics, and 
this has nothing to do with politics - it never has had anything to do with 
politcs, it's not Communist agaist Capitalist, it's not Red against Reagan, 
it's nothing like that, it goes far beyond that and anybody who know the his
tory of the world a little further back than last week will realise that 
Russia historically has been in that position. So consequently you can say 
ok. America. I can't believe it when I hear people say that America should 
throw their's away. People really do believe in that kind of solution, "The 
fools try and wish it away!" ok. this is an ugly thing and it's dangerous, 
and grant that is I'm the first to agree, and I think that as soon as some
thing better comes along we should get rid of nuclear power, but for now ... 
this is another issue that I think we've talked about before, the part of 
nuclear power that comes into the song is that there is a movement in the 
last ten years in the United States to get rid of nuclear power plants be
cause they are risky, and I'm not denying that· they are, but as a consequ
ence of that and as a reaction to that mentality, all of the coal burning 
power plants have been reactivated, more have been built, more have been 
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done with coal and consequently the sulphur in the air is causing acid rain 
which is destroying the forests of North Eastern Canada, plus the forests 
of Western Europe, plus the forests of Scandinavia and even the whole East 
coast of the United States is being wiped out. 

JIM LADD. Let's talk about 'Territories'. 

NEIL. Oh, that's my special favourite musically and lyrically too - I'm really 
pleased with that one needless to say. 

JIM LADD . It's a great one about the boundaries mentally, as opposed toa boundless 
vision. 

NEIL. The aspect of the world being where people live and not wherever people are. 
That's one thing we've learned with travelling a lot - a couple of jokes in 
the song are founded on real experiences, the thing about where people are 
from has the best food and the best beer. Every place we go they think they 
make the best beer in the world - even in places you wouldn't imagine for a 
minute would dare to say so. It doesn't matter where you go, from Belguim 
to Japan, China wherever, y'know they make the best beer that you'll ever 
get and have the best food, and their people are just a bit better than the 
others, y'know just a little bit above. And the line about the one I drew 
out of China last year came from our experience last year when we played in 
Japan and we took a brief side trip, just ourselves and a few of our crew; 
for recreation we had two days off and so we went to Hong Kong and then into 
China, where we learnt about the middle kingdom. China calls it the middle 
kingdom .- the idea of that being, that it's a bit above the Earth but a bit 
below Heaven, it's in the middle. It's better than everywhere else, but sti
not quite up to Heaven ... 
... The title of the song happened to come from that trip as well, there is 
a part near to Hong Kong called. the New Territories, and as we were going 
there I was reading up all 8bout it and learning as much as I could before 
we got there. I was just taken with the word and the way it . sounded across 
the territorial instincts which are such a part of natural life in terms of 
birds and animals and so on, and also in humans it's very fundamental in
stinct - drawing your territrial lines. - Every small town you go to in 
America or Canada or England is just a little better than the neighbouring 
small town, and even when I was growing up in neighbourhoods is another part 
of it. I grew up in a city, that's Dot that big, about 10,000 people, but 
if you were from one neighbourhood then you were a better class of person 
than someone from another one, and this was not economic, this was just 8 

social strata of people in that one neighbourhood would be cool and another 
one wouldn't, and like I said it wasn't rich or poor, it was just one sub
division to another subdivision - all middle class, no difference and some
how still people yet tlley broke it down into these little territorial areas 
they had to do battle with someone else, just because they were from a diff
erent street ... 
... So that was just part of the growing up experience, but also there's 
the huge international chauvinism and the other thing I was mentioning, the 
xenophobic idea - people's fears of strangers and fear of other races and 
so on, and that's so prevalent everywhere, I hate to see it and I hate to 
listen to it, and I hate to go to Europe and have them tell me what a rott
en place the United States is and somehow have the incredible tirenity to 
say that 200 million people who live there are all a bunch of bum's, and 
they've never been here, they've never known any Americans. The Canadians 
and Americans do come from exactly the same place, y'know they all come 
over here from Europe either in the 19th or 20 century, a whole bunch of 
them came after the second world war and we all came in the same melting 
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pot, but it's funny - people have the idea that their melting pot is 
somehow superior to the one next door to it, people can say that a litt
le patriotism isn't bad, what's wrong with boosting the neighbourhood 
and being proud of your city and proud of your province or state. Well 
the point is that it is bad, it causes a lot of trouble and prejudice, 
and it's exactly the same as racism. There's a lot of very complicated 
sides of human nature that are represented here by those modes of thou
ght and those modes of behaviour, and they do, when it comes down to it, 
cause a lot of badness. 

JIM LADD. Now, 'Emotion Detector', this song sounds like someone's been doing some 
serious intospection. 

NEIL. Again, in keeping with the over all theme of power; I wanted to deal 
with the power of emotion and the power of love in a specific way, and I 
wanted to look at relationships, the dynamics of them, how they function 
and how people inter-relate, how sometimes it's successful and complete, 
and sometimes it disconnected and incomplete. Also the comparison point 
or the juxtaposition between experience and disillusion was also an 
important part of it, when you grow up being all innocent and all full 
of illusions about life, and all of a sudden you get hit with these ter
rible strokes of adulthood, where all of a sudden you get disillusioned 
by people, or by this and that, and all those things can have a negative 
reaction on your life and your world new ... 
... But the positive point I wanted to meke with that was that, that's 
where knowledge begins - with that experience, sure you get disillusio
ned, and that's a sad thing, and it's not very pleasant to trade in your 
innocence for experience, that's the very difficult part of life, making 
that transition: and many people never make that transistion successfully 
they never accept what experience has taught them to be true, and conseq
uently their innocence becomes a false facade behind which they live. So 
I wanted to make a statement about disillusionment basically, and say oh, 
you've got to face it - everybody's got to face it, disillusionment is 
here, and it's painful, but it also leads to knowledge and to a way of 
seeing things; and if you have to put aside those illusions as part of 
growing up, then that has to be the baggage of childhood that you have to 
leave behind and say, I've got to give that up. 

JIM LADD. Voltere said that knowledg e is power. Do you agree with that? 

NEIL. To me it is, again in a modern world, people would laugh at that in 
context of 'The Big Money' - it's pointless. V'known people s pend their 
li ves buri ed in grey books and learning more and more, and it's something 
I devote a large part of my life to, and one of the major flowing paths 
of any exp e rienc e i s in-put by books and by con s tantly learning more by 
that. I can't stand to be ignorant about things, I can't stand to be 
without knowledge personally, it i s a lack of pride. Consequently that 
irks me on to go and learn about it, and if someone is talking about a 
s ubject which I don't know anything about, it makes me feel insecure and 
will give me the get up and go to learn it. But that's not, I think, a 
popular way of dealing with life; in a lot of cases, peoples responses 
are if they don't understand it, it's not worth knowing, and if they 
don't know about it, it's not worth learning about. 

JIM LADD. Neil, I'd like to thank you for doing this. 

NEIL. Oh, my pleasure 
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Hi, I'm Ray White (R.W.). Welcome to The Legends of Rock. This edition, the legend 
of Rush. 

NEIL: The fact that when we've finished an album we can look at it as individuals 
or as a group or songwriter or musician or whichever facet of it, and say: "Yes, 
that represents a change and a growth and I'm satisfied with what this says." 

ALEX: You're always looking for something better soundwise. I think right now I'm 
pretty happy with what I've gotten with my sound; I don't think I would change 
it much from here. But of course when you're getting your sound together, it makes 
your playing, not different, but, you slightly change your style. 

R.W.: Tom Sawyer is indicative of the probing musical mechanism that IS Rush. Since 
Alex Lifeson and Geddy Lee formed the band back in Toronto in 1969, Rush has 
continually made music laiden with heavy chords and heavier challenges. 

ALEX: We weren't the type of band you'd always hear on the radio, and it developed 
into a cult following. And I think because we weren't that popular, to the people 
who did know the band, we were all that more important; and we felt that. That 
was kinda nice! 

GEDDY: No-one wanted to sign us in Canada, and we thought we had something to offer 
somebody, so, our manager had enough belief to hustle some cash up and start our 
own label. 

I believe it's relatively easy to make a record, but it's not easy to make a great 
record. And it takes a lot of time and a lot of thought and · a lot of pain! 

R.W.: Rush first came together in a Toronto basement. They spent the better part of 
the early 70's playing the local hockey rinks and high-schools. Originally, it 
was Alex Lifeson who approached Geddy Lee. 

ALEX: Often times, cos I didn't have an amp, I'd call Ged up, and ask him if I could 
borrow his amp. And I called him up this one day, and right away he thought: 'Ah, 
he's just gonna want my amp.' And I said, listen, do you think that you could come 
and play with us, because Jeff is not coming and we don't have a bass player, and 
we have this gig tonight, and we'll just play the songs, cos Ged and r used to 
hang around in his basement and my basement and work together all the time learning 
songs and stuff. And he said "well alright. II 

R.W.: Neil Peart was not the original drummer for Rush. It was John Rutsey. 

JOHN: Alex and I, as youngsters lived on the same street, right across from each 
other. And we were just friends, for I guess, he had moved in, we were friends I 
guess for about a year or so, when, it's a funny thing, I don't know why, there's 
not any kind of a conscious decision ever to get a band, we just started sort of 
playing. 

R.W.: Drummer Rutsey didn't work out, so auditions were held. 

GEDDY: It's the only audition we ever held. I think we had 2 or 3 drummers before 
Neil, and we had one after Neil. And, after we heard Neil play (laughs), like 
there's no-one that could come after the guy, you know. So, we were pretty 
convinced, at least I was in my own mind that, he was definately the drummer for 
the band. 
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ALEX: I remember I had reservations, because, I really wasn't sure. It was the 
second guy we tried, and who knows maybe there's gonna be 3 or 4 other guys that 
might be as good. So, it was a bit weird, we sat down, we talked a lot, Geddy and 
him talked mostly, and they hit it off immediately, I guess I had reservations. I 
wasn't sure. 

NEIL: It was funny, cos Geddy and I hit it off straight away, conversationally, we 
we had a lot in common in terms of books and music. So many bands that we both 
liked, and Alex for some reason was in a bad mood that day, so we didn't anything 
to say to each other really. And playing together we did, what eventually became 
Anthem if fact. We fooled round with some of those rhythmic ideas, and jammed away 
on this and that. And I thought it was a disaster and I think that's generally the 
case with auditions, you always think it went horribly and you never played about 
10% as good as you should have, you'll never get the gig, and all that. And I felt 
terrible about it, I thought oh this is awful, but I guess the chemistry was right, 
that's all. 

ALEX: The first album, Ged wrote most of the lyrics, all but one song. With Fly By 
Night we weren't really into it. So, we figured if Neil was into it, fine. When 
we're writing music it's always difficult for a drummer to take a really strong 
role in the actual melodic writing of a song. So, we'd do that between us and took 
on the lyrics. 

We worked very, very hard, and all of a sudden we weren't getting any support, 
and, by the nature of the way our deal was set up at the record company, we had 
freedom to do musically what we wanted. And then 2112 came by, and it's a very 
aggresive album; when I listen to it, the whole feel is very tense and aggresive. 
And I think it was because we were in that space at the time, we had to decide 
whether we were gonna say: "Okay, we either break up or we try to make another 
first album, or we say forget it to everybody and do whatever we want." And we 
decided on the third. 

NEIL: Being a musician and of course very involved in the arrangements of the band 
and playing the songs live all the time, and that I'm never just a lyricist, I'm 
always writing songs for music. So I tend to put into my phrasings certain twists 
that will demand a certain kind of musical interpretation or I'm always thinking 
of the musical framework within the context of the lyrical framework. It's kind 
of intertwined in a way, I might only be working on the words, but, a musical 
intention is always in my head at the same time. 

Anger is the motivating thinG that makes things happen. When revolutions happen, 
they happen out of anger; and when, for instance, I attribute the end of the 
Vietnam was to public opinion; rightly or wrongly, but I'd like to say that's the 
power of public opinion, causing something in the world to happen. So I believe 
that, at least in the western world, it's possible for people to get angry enough 
about something and speak up enough about it, things really can happen. 

R.W.: I wanted to know how Rush came upon their name. For the answer, here's original 
drummer, John Rutsey. 

JOHN: Actually my brother Bill thought of the name. We were out at my place, and 
we were trying to think up a name for the band. It's sort of hard, one guy thinks 
of a great idea, you think it stinks, and back and forth. And I remember he walked 
in and he heard us talking about this and he said, well how about the name Rush? 
And we were sitting . there and thought, it doesn't sound bad, pretty good. So we 
sort of went with that. We were a little wondering because there was Otis Rush, 
and this sort of thing, but we still thought it sounds pretty good, so we sort 
of stuck with it. 

R.W.: 1982's Signals, represented another turning point for Rush, as they continued 
to seep into American radio's mainstream. One of the pivotal songs from that album 
was New World Man. It's another of Neil Peart's efforts to hold our minds up to the 
light to see what's in there. 

NEIL: Something that we've traditionally tried to do, is take seemingly diverse 
styles and find a way to weld them together. 
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R.W.: The Spirit Of Radio. Neil Peart's cross examination of commercial radio. The 
radio is just one of the many subjects that Rush has commented on throughout their 
careers. Rush is a fans band, whose musical arrangements are as complicated as 
the issues they address. 

NEIL: To me the most indulgent and un-interesting lyrics are introspective ones; and 
I never want to approach that. But at the same time of course, you want to write 
about what you care deeply about. So I tend to try and find that in other people 
and find the universals that are shareable, so that Geddy will be able to feel 
them as strong as I do when he sings them, and so that hopefully, a listener, with 
maybe not a similar experience, but some touchstone of relation, can also find the 
emotion in that. 

I kinda come to terms with the disposibility of music, because it 's such a part of 
my own life as a listener, where we were talking a bit earlier about how you get 
passionately in love with a record, and you have to hear it every single day. And 
that's the way I get about a particular piece of music, but after three weeks or a 
month, something else will come along to take its place, or, the spark that made 
that relationship so special will start to go stale. You'll get to know the thing 
so well and so inside out, that you need something fresh and for a musically alive 
person you crave newness all the time. I haven't quite analysed why all that is, 
but I know that it's true. So, consequently I can accept it in our own music too, 
that, for me a piece of music, once it 's finished, it already acquires a certain 
amount of distance. And for me to look back, for instance, if someone asks me a 
particular question about lyrics that are three or four years old, it 's hard for 
me to talk about it without looking at it again, because you really do put it out 
of your mind, and set it apart from criticism and really never think about it 
again, unless someone asks you in an interview or you hear it on the radio, and 
maybe it sparks your thoughts again. 

R.W.: What are Alex, Neil and Geddy's thoughts on performing? 

NEIL: We did find ourselves wanting to streamline things a bit, and we started 
approaching our songwriting too from a different point of view, rhythmically 
where we 'd find a rhythmic pulse that was strong and that really felt good, and 
work our melodic changes around that. Where as in the past, we tended to do 
somewhat the reverse. I think Permanent Waves was certainly a turning point and 
Moving Pictures was very much an affirmation of that. 

GEDDY: We went through a period where we wanted to add someone else. But, we were 
really nervous about doing that, because in the history of most bands I 've been 
in, I mean live been in Rush almost all my life, but we've gone through different 
phases in our sort of pre-history, where we've had four guys then gone back to 
three. And every time welve added a fourth, I don 't know, it's not the same. Itls 
real easy to communicate with three people; as soon as you bring a fourth in you 
have danger. You can have two sides - two against one isn't fair, so three works 
that way, but two against two is fair, so you have a stalemate, and the group sort 
breaks off into factions. So, I think we 've had this fear of losing the 
communication by adding another member. So at that time after the live album, we 
decided that we would rather push ourselves by playing other instruments, than 
risk putting our communication in jeopardy. 

We need to learn more about the writing of songs. So to that end we've sacrificed 
a bit of the technical winding out, but we've realised there's lots of ways you 
can put that inside the song. You can shade a song rhythmically and make it more 
interesting, so that's what we've been working at for the last little while, and I 
think you could do it, take a simple song and, or a simple out exterior, with a 
more complex interior, and that way you satisfy a little bit more of your 
musicianship or your technical ability, the same time you don't waste the song, you 
don't disrupt the thread of the melody or of the song. 

R.W.: Rush fans are familiar with the bands logo. But I wonder how many of you know 
what it stands for? Here's Geddy Lee with the explanation. 

GEDDY: Hugh Syme designed that. Once he'd received the lyrics for 2112 and heard some 
of the music, and knew what sort of direction the album was going, then he designed 
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the graphics to go along with it, and he came up with the design. It sort of come, 
to sort of stand for individualism - sort of man against the masses. 

R.W.: Rush is an enterprise that succeeds to this day, because of their commitr~ent to 
their own hearts and minds and those of their fans . 

FAN 1: Sometimes it's kind of like watching a three-ringed circus. They're all 
performing so, unhumanely, that you just don't know who to watch. 

FAN 2: You can just keep on listening to their music and never get tired of. There's 
this, every time you listen, that you can pick up something else in the mt.:.sic. And 
it's: 'hey, I never heard this before.' And it's great! 

R. W.: Glad you could be with us on 'The Legends of Rock.' 

E9" PHONOGRAM/ 
.--. MERCURY RECORDS 

A 1'OlY_ ~AHY 
PRODUCED BY RUSH AND TERRY BROWN . 

RUSH APPEARS ON ANTHEM RECORDS IN CANADA. 
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SUBSCRIBERS can place 1 advert, up to 20 words long, FREE of charge. Any 
words over 20 are lOp each. Name and address MUST be paid for. Last chance! 

- RUSH VIDEO: Over 80 Rush video's for sale or trade. Includes live shows, 
promos, interviews, adverts, documentaries etc . Have LOCK & KEY live 
from Birmingham NEC 88 NOT on 'HANDS' video! From U.S CDV. Send your 
list or request mine. Please send an S.A.E. for list to: L. SPEARING, 
17 FALKLAND HOUSE, BROMLEY ROAD, CATFORD, LONDON SE6 . 
WANTED: Rush live tapes. Have lots of: RUSH AUDIO: New updated Rush tape 
concerts from Rush and other groups : list (OCT.89). From 1974 to 1989, 
to swap. RALF UEBEL, GLOXINIENSTR. 7,: over 350 shows for sale or trade 
8500 NURNBERG 60, WEST GERMANY. : Send your list or request mine. 
WANTED: Rush tour programmes. 1977 UK: Other bands available. Send an 
77/78 World tour, 1978 Kings, 1979 : S.A.E. (9" x4") to NEIL ELLIO'l'T , 
Hemispheres, 1984 Grace, 1985 Power I 15 RIGBY CLOSE, WADDON, CROYDON , 
Windows. Condition, price to:- NICK SURREY CRO 4JU. 
SWIFT, 100 SPRINGHILL ROAD, GRENDON ~W~A~N=T=E=D~: ~A~r-t~i~c~l-e-s-,--c-o-v-e-r--a~r~t-w~o~r~k-,-
UNDERWOOD, AYLESBURY, BUCKS HP18 OFT. reviews, photo's, adverts etc. 
WANTED: Original U.K. tapes - but Anything we can use in SPIRIT for 
not budget re-issues. 'Caress' to others to see and share.This is a 
'Hemispheres' inclusive. Send details FANzine and we need your help and 
of price wanted, lyrics, pictures, contributions in the continuation 
credits: As applicable! to: SHANE of this publication. Send pieces I 

COUNTER, 24 FORE STREET, OTTERTON, "THE SPIRIT OF RUSH" 26 BERWICK 
DEVON EX9 7HB. TOWER, KNOYLE STREET, NEW CROSS , 
SALE/AUCTION: AC/DC, Dire Straits, I LONDON SE14 6EY. 
Journey, Skynyrd, Springsteen, Rush, e~t-c~.~w~i~l~l~t~r-a-d~e~f-o-r~R~u-s~h--.-=S-. ~A-.~E~.---
for list: JIM WRIGHT, 29 FERRY ROAD, RENFREW, SCOTLAND PA4 8SA . 

AUCTION 
The following items areror up auction. Against each one is the minimum 
bid accepted. Send your offers, in writing, to reach NEIL at the address 
overleaf, by 31st December 1989. If you have anything you wish to offer 
as a trade instead of las well as a cash offer, let me know what you have. 
All items are in excellent condition unless stated. If you require any 
information about an item, write to me enclosing a S.A.E. or I.R.C . 

1) THE SPIRIT OF RADIO - RADI07 U.K. 7" WITH PIS 
2) ' NEW WORLD MAN - RUSH8 U. K. 7" WI TH PIS . . 
3) NEW WORLD MAN - 7" U.S. PROMO WITH PIS 
4) VITAL SIGNS - VITAL7 U.K. 7" WITH PiS .. 
5) TOM SAWYER (LIVE) - EXIT7 U.K. 7" WITH PiS. 
6) SUBDIVISIONS - RUSHP912 U.K. 7" PICTURE-DISC. 
7) THE BIG MONEY - ANS-067 CANADIAN 7" WITH piS 
8) THE BIG MONEY - RUSHD12 U.K. 7" DOUBLE-PACK WITH PiS 
9 ) TIME STAND STILL - 888 891 - 7DJ U.S. 7" PROMO 

10) TIME STAND STILL - RUSH13DJ U.K. 7" PROMO WITH PIS 
11) TIME STAND STILL - RUSHD13 U.K. 7" WITH LTD . PULL-OUT PIS 
12) PRH1E MOVER - RUSH14DJ U. K. 7" PROMO WITH piS 
13 ) PRIME MOVER - RUSHR14 U.K. 7" LIMITED WHITE VINYL 
14) THE SPIRIT OF RADIO - 76044 7" U.S .. 
15) EN'rRE NOUS - 76060 7" U.S .. 
16) COUNTDOWN - RUSHP10 U.K. SHAPED PICTURE-DISC 
17) THE BODY ELECTRIC - RUSH1110 U.K. 10" RED VINYL WITH piS 
18) THE SPIRIT OF RADIO - RADI012 U.K. 12" WITH PiS 

MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 

£3 
£2.50 
£5 
£2.50 
£2 
£6 
£3 
£5 
£5 

MB £4 
MB £4 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 
MB 

£5 
£4 
£4 
£4 
£8 
£5 
£5 

19) CLOSER TO THE HEART - RUSH12 U.K. 12" RIGHT LABEL CREDITS.MB £4 
£3.50 20) VITAL SIGNS - VITAL12 U.K. 12" WITH PiS. MB 
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21) 
22) 
23) 
24) 
25) 
26 ) 
27 ) 
28) 
29 ) 
30) 
31) 
32) 
33) 
34) 
35) 
36) 
37 ) 
38 ) 
39) 
40 ) 

TOM SAWYER ( LIVE) - EXIT12 U.K. 12" WITH PiS 
NEW WORLD MAN - RUSH812 U.K. 12" WITH Pi S 
SUBDIVISIONS - RUSH912 U.K . 12" WITH PiS 
COUNTDOWN/NEW WORLD MAN - RUSH 1012 U.K. 12" WITH P i S 
THE BIG MONEY - RUSH1212 12" U.K. WITH PIS. 
TIME STAND STILL - SPE-037 CANADIAN 12" PROMO ( SEALED) 
TIME STAND STILL - RUSH1312DJ U.K. 12" PROMO (UNPLAYED) 
TIME STAND STILL - RUSHP13 U.K. 12" PICTURE-DISC (UNPL. ) 
PRHm MOVER - RUSH1412 U. K. 12" WITH P /S (UNPLAYED) 
PRIME MOVER - RUSHR1412 U.K. 12" WITH 3-D PI S (UNPLAYED) 
ALEX LIFESON INTERVIEW - BAK 2083 U.K. PICTURE-DISC 
HOLD YOUR FIRE CASSETTE (UNPLAYED) 
HEMISPHERES LP PICTURE-DISC. 
HEMISPHERES LP PICTURE-DISC (COVER SLIGHTLY CREASED). 
HEMISPHERES LP - CANADIAN RED VINYL 
PERMANENT WAVES ANTHEM LP WITH DEWEI DEFEATS TRUMAN COVER 
POWER WINDOWS LP PICTURE-DISC 
THE BIG MONEY - U.S. CDV ( SEALED IN DISPLAY PACKAGE ) 
PERMANENT WAVES T-SHIRT ( SMALL ) - CONDITION FAIR ANY 
EXIT ... STAGE LEFT T-SHIRT ( SMALL) - CONDITION FAIR ANY 

MB £4 
MB £1 
MB £5 
MB £5 
MB £5 
MB £8 
MB £7 
MB £5 
MB £4 
MB £4 
MB £5 
I>1B £3 
ME £15 
MB £12 
MB £12 
MB £5 
ME £8 
MB £10 
OFFERS 
OFFERS 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
LOOKING FOR A PARTICULAR ITEM, PEN-PAL OR CONTACT OR HAVE ANYTHING YOU 
WISH TO ADVERTISE FOR SALE OR TRADE? WHY NOT TAKE OUT AN ADVERT? ONLY 
lOp PER WORD (NAME AND ADDRESS MUST BE PAID FOR). MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL 
ORDERS / INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO "THE SPIRIT OF RUSH" AND 
SEND TO 15 RIGBY CLOSE, WADDON, CROYDON, SURREY CRO 4JU. 

:dIJVvt:J "Gold and Platinum Bubbles " 
198 7 
18 /. 24 '-16 

ALL ACCESS 

NEIL PEART 
SEMINAR 
May 5,1986 

Present ed By 

i!fIj-RCUSSION 

@/ENTER 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
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